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Victims Horribly Mangled,
One Being Literally
Torn to Pieces.

Gives Reasons for Proposi
tionTwo Counties
Demanded.

Rapid Increase in Population
Necessitates Additional
School Facilities.

Kingston Jamaica,,
Kingami cabl i
pletely destroyed' by the earthquake
ston was overwhelmed by an earth- however, indicate that whilecompanies,
the early and tihe tire which followed.
quake at 3:30 Monday afternoon. All reports of the Klngsto.i disaster and
Supplies Carried Free.
the houses within a radius of ten the great loss of life were .somewhat
Arkansas City, Kas., Jan. 10.
New York,
Jan. 10 The Royal
Xorrlsitonvn, Pa., Jan, IB. In the
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Over two thousand new settlers
miles
almost
and
damaged
every
Sowlliwn Kansas ami northern
'exaggerated, yet. the dkastar was Mall Steamer Packet
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plosion of a boiler on a Philadelphia house in the
Company's office
dewas
homesteads last, year in
of
a
still
city
completely
grave character, ttuin and In this city has received instructions and a new
aire covered with ice today. a.nd Reading Railway fret'Bht, engine
f
county created of
Fire broke out. after the desolation are said to stntch fot from
Quay County,
Within
ts borders
stroyed.
Much rain fell 'throughout this sec- at
the
office
in London to carry at the coming session of the Thirty
Bridgeport near here today, five
are still hundreds of thousands of
tion yesterday and last night, live .tem- men were instantly killed. The dead earthquake and completed the work miles outside of the city of KlngitO'i. tree to Kingston, Jamaica, all
sevenlih
That
sup
Legislative
Assembly?
of destruction.
acres of public domain open to settleThe business section The shocks were felt from fifty to sixty
perature dropped below the freezing aire:
plies tor the sufferers from the dis is a quasi Ion that is agitating t he
of Kingston is a heap of smouldering miles away and one
dispatch from a aster there. The first steamer from minds of the inhabitants of the coun ment. The influx of immigrants from
point. The present cold weal her is
CHARLES STEIN, Conductor.
ruins. The killed number at least 400 temporary cable station at Hull Bay New
the middle western stares during the
had for stock of all kinds and It. is
York to Kingston will be the ty and
JOHN NOBLER, Fireman.
esped'ally the citizens of the past twelve mouths has had the effect
and thousands were injured. Public says not a single house between there
believed Hint, ilie losses will lie heavy.
Atrato. which sails Monday.
ROY SCHEDER, Brakeman.
rival towns of Las Vegas and East of creating a number of new
offices, churches, and hotels are all and Kingston escaped damage.
school
Wires are down and all .miins are deELMER KANE, Brakeman.
United States Sends Aid.
Las Vegas.
no
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were
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The present weather
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Duncan, of
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No estimate of the loss of life from
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tary .Mefcalf today wired Admiral Vegas, president, of ttie Territorial
Among the killed' were Sir James Fer- official sources has yet come through,
becoming populous and is desAwful Sleet Storm in Missouri.
Evans at. Guantanamo to send one or Board of Equalization, and a memThe engine was- preparing to pull a
of the British Cot- but the military camp
tined to be In the midst of a gre;l
1(1.
hospital ap- more ships to Jamaica or as many as
Kansas City, Mo
.Ian.
The freight train out of the yards, when guson, president
of the Legislative Council, agricultural
ton Growers' Association and also pears to have been the center of visregion.
he 'deems desirable.
most:, severe sleet storm in twenty without warning the boiler exploded
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president
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forty
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not
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that
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proposition.
The foregoing is a synopsis of an
Commerce, and many other promin- diers were killed there. There were
in Hie .middle and northern portions heard all over the
New York, Jan. 10. Few additional ment of most, nf .tihe
So great was ent merchants, Sir James was at the
cBty.
people on the Interview last evening with District
Isolated fat.alaties among the Euro- details of
of Missouri. Scores of telephone anil the force of the explosion, .that Brake-maat
the
disaster
east side of the GalEnas River which Attorney M. (.'. Meehem of Tucumcari.
earthquake
head of a party, of which William peans at Jamaica, but apparently the
telegraph poles were carried down
reached this city Is pmposed as the boundary of tihe who has been u
Scheder was literally torn to Hall Cain, brother of the
visitor for several
English nov aggregate number of white victims Is Kingston, Jamaica, A
Hinder the weight, of Ice, rendering pieces and the others were shocked
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impossible.
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been received concerning the tricts known to have been
clined to state the nature of his misdestroyed station, upon the Island of Jamaica, 40 irrespective
trains from the east and north are Instantly. It Is not known what ing has
In
Las
Vegas proper or old town sion here 'but it is understood that
other members of this party. In ad- is taken to indicate that the total
late today.
mi'iles from Kingston,
caused die boiler to 'blow tip, but It dition
reported that le declares that the fight against, the the trip was made to confer with the
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prevails tlvrougivo'iiit tfie become defective, thus failing to show
might suffer. preferred against Attorney W. J. Hit- The
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committee
West
Kingston.
The following 'cablegram was re
northwest, with no immediate relief that the water was low. The accident
of the admiralty and many private earthquake and that the loss of life Ho says that those who are most son of Tucumcari who Is alleged to
in sight. Snow blocks live railroads created much excitement as it was ceived from a press
representative
whiffle
be
conk)
about votive In the opixislfion are attempt have been guilty of soliciting
placed at 300,
practice
who accompanied Sir Alfred James concerns having interests in Jamaica 1,000 were
and the temperature has fallen many first reported that a
injured. The fire which ing to make the race question an is contrary to the ethics of the legal
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Jamaica:
"Fire
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said that be did not.
county profession.
broke out. again tonight., Negroes are ate the distress in Kingston ilselr.
It is reported at the Great Northern
have been brought under control but he states that he has personal care to discuss the object of his visit
Are Camping in the Open.
looting the rum shops. At least 500
general offices that, the mercury regin'
it.
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this time. However, all reticence
Kingston niowledige that ,the majority of the
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The West Indian and Panama Ca- Monday night.
istered 55 below aero, at Drowning, BOARD OF
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EQUALIZATION Forty-fivcables that all of the people of King- and the work of rescuing ami caring r are heartily in favor of the divi enough when the reporter broached
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the subject of the speedy growth of
?d to 'death in .the 'military hospital. ston are camping in the open and that
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Assessment Value of Sheep May Be Several shocks were felt to toy." This
above US degrees above.
country, :ix payers of Hast Las Vegas. To a country.
Holland Bay, where the West Indian refuge in the surrounding
Raised to $2 per Head Few
Great Northern employes are batibpntc'n. Is undated.
and Panama Cable Company's station fearing a recurrence of the shocks. New Mexican reiiorter this morning
County Leads in Immigration.
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which
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Changes
Contemplated.
Not a Single House Escaped.
tling against,
drills,
An official dispatch received in the be gave a number of reasons why the
Mr. Mechem has seen Ihe plains in
is damaged.
are 20 and 30 feet high.
Colonial office at London today con- onnty should be divided, and called all directions as far as the eye can
London, Jan. 10. The contradictory
City Destroyed; 300 Killed.
The Territorial Board of EqualizaRailroad Traffic Tied Up.
firms the report that, the destruction Mention to the fact that thirteen new reach around Tucumcari converted
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of the news
17.
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United
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which has thus far reached London Fruit Company in this city received wrought was not so 'Widespread as muutles hail been created within the rom an almost desert waste into fer
of the Great Northern line 'has oc- noon and this forenoon at the offlc of from Jamaica renders it
vry difficult a telegram from Jamaica today dated was at first reported.. The greatest past few years in New Mexico, with tile farms. He has seen this trans
curred In the 'district, between Brown- the Traveling Auditor in the Capital. to estimate the exn?t extent
of the Holland Bay, January
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following
present:
Cut Rank, Montana., a. distance
ing
of a few years.
Small wonder then
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hat ho is optimistic and enthusiastic
and subsequent
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lid he believed: that, it led all other
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Charles
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Traveling
clear
tracks.
:'he people living in the western part tion last year and that the Influx of
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there
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petitioned and had
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Congress
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special attorneys
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to
large
a
state of tutelage or to put
them
stood that the valuation of sheep will ciate Justice Frank W.
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to
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head
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property
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full
On the lines where traffic is at all
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in
by the fact that, the bank
head. The board was also in ses- ciate Justice Edward A. Mann and As Hedged citizens of the United States. charge or control of the government declared that the creation of the new Tucumcari have increased depositstwo
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for
both
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asOn
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or
its
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afternoon
this
agents."
contrary, they
considering
The opinion is as foilows:
even four' engines and preceded 'by
sociate Justice Ira A. Abbott. Jose D.
hundred per cent, within the past
hold their lands and property by com the old and the new 'but In every
sessment
The chances are Sena, cleric of the
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was at his
year and a new bank was established
court,
rotary plows, but even then have been that an values.
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case
reverse
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true.
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and
perfect title antedating the
adjournment will be had
1. The Pueblo
Indians of New plete
there recently.
post. The Territory was represented
delayed from one to .three 'days.
one
is
who
conversant
with
"Every
sovereignity of the United States and
day.
Land Cultivated Without Irrigation.
Santa Fe Gets Light Snow.
W. C. Reid Mexico are not wards of the govern
by Attorney General
recognized by its unconditional pat- the recent 'history of 'New Mexico is
"The rainfall In Quay County durYesterday's drizzling rafn continued
Deputy United States, 'Marshal H. F. ment, nor are they In charge of an In. ent issued to them decades ago. ;iiware of the fact that, the smaller
dian Superintendent or Agent, nor are
ing the year 1900, according to the
Bogh was in attendance.
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more
are
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to
full
have
economically
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their
They
power
government gauge, amounted to 18.4
night and early tibis 'morning a light
following cases came up today they Indians over whom the govern, lands and
these, In the nbsence of any ministered than 'the larger ones, and inches. The bulk of this
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ment through its departments exer
snow began falling, which continued
consideration:
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that
counties
to
the
act
of
with
a
small
the contrary, are
Congress
tion came during the months of June,
until noon. However, the temperature
No. 11 G7, Mariano F. Sena, plaiiutiff cise guardianship, within the meaning
to taxation area are in better financial condition
like
other
subject
property
of
of
the
of
act
Congress
January 30,
rose during the afternoon and the
vs.
July and August. This Insures a crop
American Turquoise
Guggenheim Says He Will Render Ef- in error,
Finally, these In- than the large ones.
or gift of In by the Territory.
of such cereals and vegetables as we
snow commenced to melt rapidly. AlCompany, defendant in error. Reset 1897, penalizing the sale
ficient and Loyal Service in
Some
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Than
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of
States.
the
the
at
date
County
Larger
treaty
toxicants to such Indians.
raise. Some fine crops were produced
for hearing February 23.
though somewhat unpleasant under
"The
Senate.
of
of
San
Mexcitizens
of
present
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Miguel
Guadalupe Hidalgo
2. The holdings of this court and
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foot, the weather otherwise in the
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ico
several
New
than
of
the
of
Denver, Colo., Jan. 10. At noon to
and
United
the
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States.
Eng and all without
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Capital City is in slniUng contrast day, In joint session, Lieutenant Gov hill, a corporation, appellee, vs. W. W. of the Supreme Court of the United
This being the status of the Pueblo land stales comprising as it does
States as to the status of the Pueblo
corn measured out rorty bushels to
with that now being experienced in ernor BrastU'S B.
of
court
Petty,
appellant. Judgment
fixed
as
about
4,500
The
total
miles.
the
decisions
of
square
Harper, announced
Indians,
by
Indians of New Mexico, reviewed and
the acre In some fields. There has
other parts of the country at. present. the election of Simon
Guggenheim as below affirmed. Opinion by Associate held that such Indians do not come this court and of the Supreme Court assessed valuation of the county at not been a
crop failure In the locality
The following weather specials from U. S. Senator. Mr. Guggenheim: made Justice McFie.
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the
It
United
of
The
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present
States,
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the
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sale
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speech
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and in
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the act of Congress last Intoxicating liquor to them Is within sessed valuation of it is $1,215,000, or some places water Is struck In dig
by
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error.
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and
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the prohibition of the act of January about .thirty per cent of the valuation
in the United States 'Senate to the
named.
ging
Albuquerque, N. M Jan. 10. It has interests of Colorado and saffd that he mltted.
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There was a prosecution instituted
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(!.
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by the United States against the de
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to
the title
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Mares and
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In the case of Stringfellow and Tan' fendants,
Denver, Colo., Jan. 1(5. Clear and gations to any interest, company, rail- been held In trust by the government,
"Now to the average man this shows half a million acres of something
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the same kind
cool.
read or corporation, as he had resign- tiemu.1 vs. w. v. Petty, which was the act of Congress of January 30, or to any Indian or ward of the gov that there Is something radically of land which the
people are going so
El 'Paso,
Texas, Jan. 10. Warm ed all his official connection with, the appealed from the district court of
ernment under the charge of any In wrong. Tit shows that the people of
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action
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to
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porations in wiWSeh 'he was an officer. an altered 'promissory note of the face Indian agent of the United States. any Indian, including mixed bloods ontl that the people living ohtsiide.are desert land laws of the United States.
snow with a cold wind; all trains de Mr.
over
value
$100.9fl,
of
whom the government, through 'argely exempt from paying theirs.
Guggenheim, stated that he was
facts upon which the
The
No railroad company or other corporThe circumstances attending the al- case stipulated
layed.
Bonded Indebtedness of County.
In hearty sympathy wltth President
was disposed of in the court be- its departments, exercises guardian
ations
have assisted In the settleA
10.
Warm Roosevelt and favors
Espanola, N. M., Jan.
all the legis- teration of the note were fully set low and upon which it. I here sub- ship." It is a sufficient answer to the "The present 'bonded indebtedness ment of
County. Immigrants
drizzling rain fell all night and it is lation adapted by Congress to correct forth in the pleadings. It was alleged mitted disclose that the Indiana to present appeal to say that In our of San Miguel County is $480,500, and have been Quay
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in
and
judgment
partly cloudy today.
0
by
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the rate of taxation is about
plaintiff
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industrial evils and abuses and will
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per others who settled on the land and
fined by the decisions above referred cent.. Still not. a cent of the bonded
WHlard, N. M., Jan. 10. X light support and suggest such further complaint that subsequent. to the al have been sold or
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not
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within any one of the indebtedness is hetng paid or a sink- reau of
experience or wisdom teration of the note and very soon eblo Indians, living and residing at to,
of the Territory
clear and warm, This 'conditlilon also may demand.
thereafter tlfe defendant ratified the the Pueblo of Taos and being mem- three classes above referred to. The ing fund created to4ake care of this has also Immigration
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same with a full knowledge of the bers of that tribe and that the whls-ke- title to their land is not held in trust enormous debt.
prevails at Estancla, Moriarty and
respect and its publications on New
Torrance.
facts;
"That the questions at fesue are ap Mexico and on
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Tex.,
Paso,
any
There is another reason why the Tucumcari. It. has been named Grndv.
'
this Territory has been the subject of
Acres.
El
the
on
28
a
conductor
tions
We
of
find, however, business men of the
authority.
years,
aged
compound interest, to the amount of very full consideration by this court
city demand- re- Although away from any railroad it
Paso & Southwestern Railroad, is 2.44. A motion for a new trial was and
bv the Supreme Court of the that the United States District Court lief, I refer .to the postofflce situation. Is growing fast and the Indications
.10.
Washington, Jan.
(President dead with a (bullet through his 'heart, made and upon the plaintiff remitting
States In a number of cases. of the Western District of Washing rne railway station, express, tele- are that It will be a thriving village
Roosevelt today signed the proclama- and his wife, aged 21, ,1s 'dying with the item of compound 'Interest the mo- United
ton has, in United States v. Kopp, 110
United States v, Varela. 1. N. M. 593;
graph and telephone offices are named before long.
tion establishing the Caribou forest a billet through 'her lungs. Boone and tion for a
was overruled U. S. v. Santistevan, 1 N. M. 5R3; Pu- Fed, 100. decided July 21, 1901, dealt 'Las Vegas' and the
postoffice 'East Many New School Districts Created.
reserve in Idaho and Wyoming. It his wife lived urthappily and 'had fre- and judgment rendered' the (plaintiff
case
That
with
this
very question.
Las Vegas
eblo Indian Tax case. 1 N. M. 139;
It is impossible for the
"At least twelve new school disembraces approximately 000,000 aci-eto
was
as
the
and
Puyalup Indians,
quent quarrels and for 'two months for the amount due less the compound United States v. Joseph, 94 U. S. 619,
business men to get their mall prop tricts were created during last year
whfch are mainly in Idaho.
it was there held:
had lived apart. He came in from Interest.
The result is there in Quay County. There may have
erly addressed.
quoted in ex parte Crow Dog 109 U.
'The Puyallnp Indians
hla run tale yesterday afternoon and Pueblos Exempt From Indian Liquor S. 572; U. S. v. Richie, 1 How. 525,
holding are more than one thousand
pieces of been more. This was made necessary
ANOTHER SENATOR
lands
of
under
the
tenor
a few minutes after entered ihlis wife's
patents
Law.
538.
From these decisions, the first
misdirected mail going to the old town by the large number of new setset
citizens
above
of
are
SUPPORTS THE PRESIDENT, room a t. 31E Texas 'Street, A moment
forth
the
handed
down
In t!he opinion
yes two of which dealt with the very Puto tihe great loss of the business tlers.
An eight
thousand dollar
United. States, having all the rights, daily
later a shot was 'heard. His wife terday by Associate Justice Pope In eblo here In
uteres! 9 of he east side.
question, their legal
two years
was
school
house
erected
of
and
immunities
other
10.
D.
In
adcit
Washington,
with blood streaming from a wound the case of the United States appel- standing has been very definitely fixed. privileges
C, Jan.
Two Towns Distinct Municipalities. ago in Tucumcari and the board of
izens and they are not under- guarddressing the Senate today upon the In 'the chest, ran from the house to lant, vs. Benito Mares and Anastaiclo
determined
been
have
"This condition can not be longer education is figuring on putting up
judicially
They
BrownsvfiMe affrayisSeua.tor Carmack the street another shot was heard and
Santistevan, appellees', it Is held that to be a people very different from the ianship of the United States govern - tolerated.
A prominent
official of another building to provide additionInnor
of
under
the
announced that he heartily supported Boone wa found doad on the floor of it. is no vlolnitllon of tfhe Ha w to sell nomadic
ment,
charge
any
the postofflce department at Washing- - al facilities. The school population
Apaches, Comanches and
President Roosevelt In the discharge the room with a bullet through, his
liquor to Pueblo Indiana. The ruling other tribes "whose Incapacity for self
of the negro soldiers.
..
heart.
avers that the Pueblo Indians are le government required both for them- (Continued on Page 8).
(Continued on Page 8).
(Continued on Page 8).
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The New Mexican is the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
nd h
ira;e and growing circulation
every postoflice In the Terrltor
among the intelligent and progressive people oi iae iSouthwest.

THE SCHOOL OF MINES AT

SO-

CORROIn remain quarters
there is talk
that tihe New Mexico School of Maws,
located at Socorro, is not doing t'he
work it ought to and is not of the
benefit, to ho Territory that 'it should
itfhat it
be. The Idea is expressed
wouM be well in the interests of economy were this sohool discontinued t
Socorro and were it, annexed to the
l.'iiiveisity of New 'Mexico at Albuquerque. It is said 't'liat. better results t'jun are now attained could be
iliad It: such contingency.
Those cumteiiitiions are not teuflble
when carefully examined and ure not
sustained (by it lie facts a they .really
are. It is true that the school has
not been of the benefit that it siliould
or might 'have been in recent years.
This is to be ascribed to unfortunate
selections of presidents of the faculty
from the very beginning. These mistakes were rather unavoidable and
were remedied as soon as it was
found out that the persons selected
for heads of the Institution were not
Nevertheless,
up 'to the standard.
niuch good work has been done and
today the school is iti first class condition, is doing the work for which It
was established effectively and satisfactorily and in another year or two
bids fair .to be at the head of 'mining
schools in the United States. The
school should not be abolished, should
not he moved from Socorro and should
not be combined with the University
of New Mexico In the Duke City. The
tax for its maintenance is very small
while the good It lis now doing is
worth to the people twenty times the
'amount of taxes paid. New Mexico
in due course of time must he one of
the principal mining sections- of tihe
United Stanes. It is, .therefore, meet
and proper that it should have a
school cf mines of its own and should
support R liberally and properly. Colorado has 'maintained a school of
'mines at Golden thirty years and over
'and has found this profitable. New
Mexico will ihave the same experience
in due course of time. There should
be no tampering with the school;
there should be no curtailment of appropriations; .there should be no hindrance to its advancement; quite the
reverse!
It should 'be properly
and an appropriation for tihe
'Construction of a proper dormitory
should be made by 'the 37tih Legislative Assembly. Were this to be done
the at tendance would Increase double
In the next year. As
and three-folit. is, 'the usefulness and good work of
the Inst Mint ton are hindered and delayed by the fact that there are not
accommodations for the
sufficient
young men who desire to attend it as
student's and who desire to become
mining engineers and chemists.. The
following list of graduates who now
'hold responsible and well paying positions vvi'lh mining companies speaks
welt and shows that even under adverse circumstances the school has
rendered valuable service to date. The
lisit reads:
Arthur II. Abernathy, Assayer, C
wanea Smelting Works, Cananea, Mexico.
Lewis A. Bentrand, Superintendent.
Compania, Minsros de Plnetot, 'Msipi,
-

mi, Mexico.
David J. Cloyd, Chief Chemist,
Ward man 'Mil l ing Works, Aguas Callentes, Mexico.
Robert C. Eaton, Supfiriii'teii'dient
Negociacion M'inera, Nueva Cinco
de Camanja, Jalisco, Mexico.
Harry T. Goodjohn, Chief Chemist,
Compania M in era de Pinales, Mapiimi,

Mexico.
John A. Hunter, Chief Chemist,
American Smelting and Refining Company, Aguas Callentes, Mexico.
John Stuppe, Metallurgical Deimrt-ment- ,
Compania Metallturglea. de
Torreon, Mexico.
Charles L. Searcy, 'Mining Engineer,
Monterey, Mexico.
Otto Tusohka, Chief Chemist,
Minera Fundi flora y Aflnadora,
Monterey, Mexico.
Patrick A. Wlckman, Superintendent Dolores Extension. Mining Company, Dolores, Mexico.
Harry L. Brown, Engineer and Cyanide Expert, State of Chihuahua, Mexico.
of
R. H. Case, assistant manager
t
Stephenson-BennetMining and Milling Company, Organ; New .Mexico.
James E. Berry, Assayer, American
and'
Refining Company,
Smelting
Aguas Callentes, Mexico.
Carl J. Homme, 'Superintendent
G.ulf Creek Mining Company, Gulf
Creek, New South Wales, Australia.
Williaon E. Horame, Assayer, Gulf
Creek, New South Wales, Australia.
Tor-reo-

Com-jmni- a

THE NEED OF

A BUREAU

OF

IM-

MIGRATION.

The state of Colorado Will not only
imitate New Mexico in adopting a
traveling auditor's law like that which
has been In .force In .this Territory One
past four years, but there la also a
strong movement among its legislators, .for .the establilsbment of a state
bureau of immigration for which an
annual appropriation of $10,000 is suggested. Colorado is fortunate in that
it has a number of rich cities and
nhat most of lbs counties are
thanks 'to good assessment and tax
collecting method's, and therefore the
resources of the state ihave been widely advertised by these cities and counties at their own expense. New Mexico Is not so fortunately aituated and
most of the advertising of 'the Terrl- well-to-d-

tory's resources has been done by a
Territorial Bureau of Immigration and
the railroads, the counties and towns
finding itlicmselves in such financial
position .that, they could not do like
the counties of California and some of
those in Colorado and other states
which iss'ued pamphlets and other lit
erature, descriptive of their attrac
tions, advantages and resources. Still,
Colorado finds it needs a stale bureau
of ini'niigi'iWion. It is recognized that
he stream of desirable immigration
during the past year has been mostly
into New Mexico, although Colorado
iveei'ved' some share of it through railroad and liberal local advertising. But
it believes rightly that with a state
bureau of immigration it would have
attracted twice as many homeseekers
On the other .hand. New
s k did.
Mexico, mainly through the work ot
its Bureau of Immigration and the
advertising given by the railroad companies, lias secured more than its
proportionate share of that stream.
The few thousand dollars spent by
the Territory for descriptive literature have repaid themselves hundredfold, even if only in the increased assessment caused' by the Influx of population into the older counties and
the filling up of new coiinlies which
a few years ago were
simply because the area comprised in
he-'was sparsely settled, if seiitleil
at. all.
Advertising the resources of
the comnionweafth is not different
from advertising the bargains in a
department store, and each large successful retail business now has Its ad'
vertising 'manager. It is a modern
business .method 'that brings .resuilia
eo ni'inens unite with and propwit innate
to tlie amount expended. If .the work
of advertising .is done under the
of a bureau that .has experience, that ihas gone to the trouble
of gathering
trust worthy stotistics
and information, t'liat, so to speak,
waits upon the customers for .New
Mexico's free lands and other good
things that .the Territory offers to the
,
Iho
imiinigrant, the tourist,
the Investor, Mien the results
must cf necessity he greater than if
there were no 'advertising, no invitation formally extended to immigrants,
no lufoimiatlon given .to the hind hungry. Whether this work is dime by
a Secretary of Immigration, ft Deparl-men'of I information, a Bureau of lm- migration or by other means, is. Immaterial, as long a. it. Is done properly
and liberally.
heattih-seeker-

THE SCENIC

HIGHWAY.

trip over the Scenic Highway at
this time would not he very enjoyable
but, it would doMionstrate to the
that, thus .far New Mexico has
not completed the work undertaken
four years, ago with every promise of
success. The first stretch of road
starts half a mile above the last, (habitation and ends nine miles from the
nearest habitation. To get to it a
drive through mud axle deep 'must be
taken and after driving over It the
ti'.iveleir lands in a boulder patch sev
eral acres in extent and niti'St drive
several miles in the river hed to reach
Stretch No. Two. This ends on the
edge of a precipice three miles from
tihe Pecos River and it takes twenty
more miles of' travel in river beds and
along trails tlhat have been merely
blazed, before reaching Stretch No.
Three, and this ends some miles from
l.tis Vegas. It, should bo evident that
hard, work is needed' to unite these
three nieces of constructed road and to
build their 'terminals. Of course,
when this is done, then the road will
be of great utility and1 profit and can
But at presbe" pointed to with pride.
ent it is too moicti of a reminder of
tho patchwork of the Compiled Laws
to bo much of an object of pride to
Tdie coming legisla
llio Territory.
tive Assembly should make an ade
quate appropriation' and direct that
tlie road be completed during the next
two years and if it takes every con
vict, in the penitentiary to do It.
A

s

Santa Fe is threatened with the
of a news bureau which
will make It Its 'business during the
Legislative session to send out the
yellowest stories regarding the alleged .misdoings of New Mexico legislators and thus give the Territory the
kind of advertising that will not help
it very much in the eyes of the eastern public. 'No 'matter how consciena legislator
tious, how
win hf In Hie iier.formanee of his du
ties he will not be secure from the
attacks of this proposed DemocnmtJc
bureau. There are many hard 'Mings
whir
a man iii miblta life must nut
up with, but the hardest Is the yellow
journalist who makes a business of
sending abroad falsified and distorted
stories of acts and Imaelnarv .motives
attributed to those who are merely
doing their duty, or the journalistic
vnmnlre who holds ui) individuals' for
the price 'that, will buy silence or man
ufactured praise.
public-spirite-

d

With the rapid increase of populaof most New Mexico Counties,
,tili,
need of noor farms and poor hous
es is more apparent even to the casual
observer. There 'are at least a dozen
cases .in Santa Fe today that should
be looked after by the authorities and
that are a drain upon private charity
without being cared for properly. The
coming Legislature should pass such
legislation as1 is necessary to enable
county and city authorities to care
for Indigents and 'the ihel'plessly crippled and aged. There was a t.:.nte
when New Mexico was proud of the
fact that It .had no poorhouse within
Its boundaries but today it has reasons to be ashamed of this fact and
rouoh of
it. is an admission not so
universal prosperity as it. is of public
poverty.
tion

The busiest, piece of thoroughfare in
Santa Fe is that from the Claire
Hotel to the La ugh! in block on San
Francisco Street and the mud on it is
ihe deepest too, so that when a carriage or other wagon passes the dirt
files up against windows and doors
the
to a height of ten feet above
street. It. would cost, only a few hundred dollars to macadamize this small
portion of San Francisco Street ami
tlie result, would be so gratifying 'that
tlie ell y would continue without much
urging to macadamize every important
business and resident street.

the Capital

will

e
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Remedies the Mother Should Have on
Hand for Emergencies.

Perfect cleanliness is essential for
the best preservation of food. The
cellars, pantries, storerooms, refrigerators and all the receptacles In
which food is kept should frequently
be inspected and thoroughly cleaned.
Heat and moisture tend to cause decay. Therefore, it Is important that
all foods should be surrounded with
pure, cool, dry air. When it is possible, expose every closet and food
receptable to the sun and air several
times a week.
All kinds of cooked food, particularly the animal foods, spoil quickly
when covered closely while still warm.
All soups, meat, fish, bread, etc., that
are to be kept for many days or hours
should be cooled
thoroughly and
quickly in a current of cold air.
In hot weather it is a good plan,
when cooling soups, milk or any liquid mass, to place the vessel containing the food In another of cold water with lee, If convenient, and set
All meat, when
in a cool draught.
not hung up, should be placed on a
dish and set in a cool place. If poultry be drawn and a few pieces of charcoal be placed in the body It will
keep longer than if hung undrawn.
It must not be washed until it is to
The dryer the meat is
be cooked.
kept the better.
A dish of charcoal placed In tho refrigerator or pantry helps to keep the
The
atmosphere dry and sweet.
bread box should be washed, scalded
and thoroughly aired in the sun twice
a week.
The crusts and stale pieces of white
raised bread for which there is no other use should be put In a pan, dried
slowly in a warm oven, and then
pounded, sifted and put in a glass
jar for future use in frying croquettes,
chops, oysters, etc. All the trimmings of fat should be rendered while
they are sweet, then strained into jars
or pails kept for that purpose. Put
beef, pork and chicken fat together;
this will answer for deep frying. Ham,
bacon and sausage fat answers for
frying potatoes, hominy, mush, etc.
All the strong flavored fats, such as
mutton, duck, turkey and the trimmings from broiled ham are to be kept
by themselves.
Pure fat will keep sweet many
months, but if water or any foreign
substance be left In It, it will spoil
When rendering or clarifyquickly.
ing fat cool It slowly until there are
As long as bubbles form
no bubbles.
you may be sure that there is water
In the fat. If put away In that condition It will become rancid.

CARE.

Every home nurse Is supposed to
know how to make beef tea, yet it is
surprising how many failures are to be
recorded In this apparently simple
operation. The fault generally Is that
too little time is given to the cooking.
The point to be borne in mind Is that,
as far as possible, the whole of the
nutriment of the beef is to be extracted. The best method of doing this is
to proceed as follows: Remove all the
fat and skin from one pound of fresh
gravy beef, cut It up In small pieces
and put it into a stone jar with a pint
of water and a little salt. Replace the
lid of the jar and let it stand all night.
The next morning place the jar in a
saucepan of boiling water and let It
simmer gently, but never boll, for five
hours. Strain the fluid through a colander, but instead of throwing away
the residue of the meat pound it In a
mortar into a pulp, pass It through a
wire sieve and add it to the beef tea,
says Woman's Life. Beef tea made
according to this recipe contains all
the fiber and albumen of the meat, and
is therefore much more nutritious than
beef tea in the form it is usually given.

HOUSEHOLD

HINTS.

One of the Best Hotels in the West.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Utensils made of the popular aluminum must never be washed with soda
or their appearance will be hopelessly
ruined.
Have the shelves and floors of the
kitchen storeroom washed at least
three times a week with a solution of
uermanitanate of notash.
Cranberries can be made very palatable with much less sugar by mixing
them with about half their bulk of apples. Rub both cranberries and apples
through a colander.
A mothor-o- f
pearl buckle should be
cleaned by covering the buckle with a
paste made of whiting and water, and
when quite dry brushing It off and polishing with a dry cloth. .

Black Chocolate Caki.
f
Cream
cup of butter, heat
f
In one and
cups of sugar,
then two beaten eggs. Add
cup of sour milk In which one
of soda has been dissolved,
two cups of flour and one teaspoonfiil
of vanilla. Have ready two squares
of chocolate melted, stir in
f
cup of boiling water, and when
There is no ablobodied .man so poor smooth and well
blended, stir it into
but. that he should be asked to conthe cake batter. Bake In square tins,
tribute towards the support of the
two layers, then put white
state. He is apt. to take more inter making between
the layers afld over
frosting
est in its welfare and economic ad the
top.
ministration and. will be certainly a
better citizen on account of It,
A Laundry Secret,
The best way to wash dainty neck
HondurWhen even Nicaragua and
scarfs is to make a strong lather In
as, with Inherent love for fighting boiling water; when nearly cold wash
each other, have sense enough to the scarf quickly. Then dip it in
refer a boundary dispute to arbitra- cold, hard water In which some comtion, .there Is very little excuse for mon salt has been dissolved (to prelarger and wiser nations to go to war serve the colors) ; rinse, squeeze and
over matters more trivial.
hang out to dry in the open air, pin
at its extreme edge to the line, and
With a taxable assessment of less the more rapidly It dries the clearer it
iihan $400 per square mile, it seems will be.
as if Ihe Board of Equalization nee''
Plum Dowdy.
not. look very far to find property upScald and stone the plums and to
limited
the
on which, to exercise
powf
two cups of plums add
cup
ers bhat It. possesses.
of stewed apple. Sweeten to taste and
add a little cinnamon or nutmeg. Put
Four new Senators elected yester
of fruit into a buttered pudday and all of them Republicans from ding dish, dot with butter and lay
wtaJi were 'heretofore Democratic or strips of pastry across.
Add some
doubtful states. The 'Democratic par fruit, butter, pastry, fruit and a top
ty evidently is not gaining ground crust of rich pastry. Bake 30 to 40
minutes in a moderate oven..
very rapidly.
one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal- f

Vaseline as a Hair Grower.
Plain vaseline, the yellow product,
rubbed Into the scalp nightly or several times a week will prevent your
hair from coming out and also induce
a new growth. It is not a new remedy, but the petroleum has a wonderful effect on the growth of the hair.
Many of the Irish girls who come to
this country with such fine heads of
hair owe the growth to kerosene, which
is a favorite remedy for strengthening
the hair follicles in Ireland. But as
that is unpleasant to use, the vaseline
comes next in order, possessing much
the same properties.

one-hal-

Capital Hint.
Put a pinch of powdered borax In
the water in which you wash your
lettuce, and allow the latter to steep
of an hour
for half to
In this solution; then either Bhake
them free of moisture In the salad
basket or break up the lettuces, and
after well rinsing them, wipe each inSalted water
dividual leaf clean.
but
softens and wilts the leaves;
borax, while freeing them from extraneous matter, leaves them quite
crisp and fresh.
A

Cofonada Hotel
One of

the Best Restanrr.its

ai
the fcuthvtcst.

in

I

OPEN DAY andNIGHT
MEAL TICKET, ai Meols $5.

REGULAR MEALS 35c
FIRST CLASS
'A LA

SHORT
CARTE.

ORDERS-SERV-

ED

All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Prepared by New Cook From El Paso.

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and Up.
I

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
south side plaza.

my restaurant,

G.

LUPE HER fyUlA, Prop.

PLACE
OUR
OTTO
RETSCH

Proprietor.
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Coffee Splce Cake.
Put into a pan one cup of sugar,
s
How to Keep Cake Fresh.
one cup Porto Rico molasses and
Add one
Cut a slice of new bread about an
of a cup of butter.
Inch thick and place In the tin with cup hot coffee that has been turned
the cake. This will help keep the over a teaspoonfiil soda and stirred
cake fresh for some time. The bread until it stopped "purring." Mix well,
must be renewed when stale.
An then
half pound seeded raisapple placed In the cake tin will an- ins, a teaspoonfiil each aloes, cinnaswer the same purpose as the bread mon aud nutmeg and flour, about
and should also be renewed when three cups or enough to make as stiff
withered.
as fruit.
add-on-

The New Mexican Bindery is turn-Irout some, ot the most artistic
binding In the Southwest, tt ifl the
men completely equipped blnderr lu
the Rocky Mountain states south of
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
In handling land office blanks, neces
sary in homestead entries and in mineral applications. Prices low, especially in quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnish' u
g

Subscribe tor the Daa, New

1907.
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THE PALACE HOTEL

To bleach a garment hang it on the
line during nice weather and let It
take dew and sunshine but no rain.
Broiled meats are more nourishing
nan rneu meais aim ruasiuu iueais
yield more nourishment than broiled

bread-makin-

'well-to-d-

JANUARY

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.
All Receptacles Should Be Thoroughly
Aired at Frequent Intervals Proper Procedure When Scrap
Are Put Away for Future Use.

Time Must Be Given for Extraction of
Nutriment.

The ileatli at Las Vegas this week,
caused by an overdose of headache
powders widely advertised, even in
medical journals, shows that the pure
feed law should be applied to preparations of that kind so that even a
layman has no excuse for being unaware of the poison contained in them.

,

CLEANLINESS IS, OF
FIRST REQUISITE.

COURSE,

It Is rarely necessary to give more
than one dose, when the child will get
relief and go to sleep again.
This simple remedy Is one that is
within the reach of every mother and
one that can be kept on hand at all
times, and while it is in the house the
dread membranous croup need cause
no terrors.
BEEF TEA REQUIRES

GOD

PERFECT

When a doctor cannot be secured
promptly in an emergency it is necessary to have a good remedy always on
hand when children are Inclined to be
croupy.
A mother who will provide herself
with half a pint of raw linseed oil can
fight the worst case of croup she may
meet with.
It Is said to be an unfailing remedy,
and for quick results It beats anything
else which can be given for that dread
disease.
Half a teaspoonfiil is a dose, unless
the child is choking very badly; then
give a teaspoonfiil.
It acts two ways. In the first stage
of croup, where there is not much
mucus, It Is loosened and carried off
through the bowels.
In the second stage It causes vomit
ing, but, unlike ipecac, It leaves no
soreness of the throat as an after

The Republican majority of the
Colorado legislature does very well to
ignore .the De'inocraitlc minority entirely since it has become evident
that the main motive of iho Democratic statesmen in attending the sessions of the legislature Is .to create
PUTTING GLAZE ON BREAD.
dissensions among their opponents
and to obstruct beneficial legislation.
Fortunately, in the New Mexico legis- Simple Matter of Introduction of
Steam Into Oven.
lature, the OTeutoemis are so few that
they will not even attempt .these tacThe glaze on Vienna rolls and bread
tics, and further more, the few that
Is one of the reasons that this deliniii 'i e are seem not, a bad lot at all.
A
cious breadstuff is so popular.
Reports from northern New Mexico glaze on other breads also has freand southern Colorado indicate tliat quently been desired. According to
on
iho amount of snow on the watershed the statements of an authority
this glazed surface efof 'Iho Rio Grande is tremendous anil Alliiiiiueitpie and towns far- fect can be produced by the admission
ther south In the Bio Grande Valley of steam into the oven while baking.
haul better strengthen dykes now, In It is done in this way: Place an open
of water In the oven, and let it.
anticipation of heavy spring floods. pan
These Hoods may be averted by the heat long enough to give off sufficient
steam to saturate the air in the oven.
melting of the snow but It. Is
When
the loaves are put In they
.unusual
an
for
be
better to
prepared
should lie quite cool, and owing to
irnsh of waters two or three months
their coolness a momentary condensafrom now.
tion of steam is effected over the
whole surface of the loaf. The steam
The Territorial Board of Equalizain contact with the loaf rention should have its powers and, du- coming
ders soluble the starch on the outside
ties extended or be abolished. Considsurface, and as the water dries off
ering tho powers conferred on it by leaves a soluble
starch, a part of
statute its record litis been good and
which has been converted Into dextrin.
clean. The board would do still greatThis also serves the purpose of keeper good and be of more benefit were
ing, the interior of the loaf moist by
with
jurisdicgreater
it to be vested
preventing tho rapid evaporation.
tion and more discretion.

not he
as cheap as in former legislative
years to some of the members of the
cent,
Assembly for every twenty-fivrestaurant has raised the price of 'regcents. Add
ular meals to thirty-fivto tints the dearth of railroad passes
and the enforcement of the Sunday
law and there will be considerable
growling and gnafhlng of teeMi When
Friday evening of each legislative
week comes and1 the average legislator and Legislative employe feels a Delegate W, H. Andrews seems unlonging .to run home to 'spend Sunday affected by that Lanrazolo contest for
his seat judging by tihe energetic and
amidst familiar haunts.
Indefatigable manner with which he
eonstl'tit'Onits.
From errand boy to Governor of is working for his
from
and
stenographer
Pennsylvania
Well, if the Yankees will not let
to 'Secretary of t'he Treasury, outlines
the careers of two mien very promi- the Chinese or the Japanese do their
nent in public affairs at present. The hard work, they will 'have to do It
of
day of opportunity to. .the American themselves. Strange people, most
boy 'has not yet passed and never tfnese Yankees!
will pass.
The Nation, nnd the President too,
A fusion movement, judging from no doubt, would very much like to
the eleCtloni returns on Monday, Is on forget Ihe Brownsville incident. There
Its last legs, In Santa Fe County. It isn't much credit in lit for any one
is a wonder that It lived so long amd concerned.
if it does die soon, there will be
no mourners left to lament Its demise.
The Territorial Board of Equalization is in session. Hence tax agents
The destruction of Kingston, Ja- of the various railroad companies
maica by an earthquake, 'wlies out have also put in an appearance.
another winter resort that was very
AmeriA day without a fatal railroad accipopular among tine
cans. At this rate. New Mexico will dent in some part of the United States
soems barren of news 'tlhese days.
soon have the field to itself,
Living In

TO

BUREAU- -

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.

MEXICAN

MAX. FROST, Editor.

TO COPE WITH CROUP.

WEDNESDAY

e

It you cannot afford tc say for a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It Is a

good paper to send to your friends.

The public Is showing its apprecia
tiou ot the attractive circulars sent
out by the New Mexican Printing
Company, in regard to rubber stamps,
Subscribe for the Dally Ne
and get Jie news.
New Mexican advertisers

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

:

t

--

SANTA FE, N. M

Subscribe for the Daily New Mexi
The Legislative Manual Tor 1905 01
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical can and get the news.
aud official compendium of value to
eveiy business man and officer and(c
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.60. AddresB the New Mex
lean Printing Company, Santa re.
Tim New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece oi
voric we turn out. Try our worn once
and you will certainly come again, We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class ot work, Including one oi
the best binderies in the west
The New Mexican Priming Company
bas on hand a large supply of pads
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at Ave cents lu'book form,
but will give a discount on quantities.

If you want anything oi earth
get trade. a New Mexican "ad,"

'

try

1
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WEDNESDAY,

16,
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1907.
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TIfE FIRST JJATIOpL
OF SANTA

TO

FE,

BE PRESERVED.

Steps Taken to Carry Out Provisions
of Act of Congress New Mexico
Vitally Interested.
'Washington,

Jan. 1C

been, taken by

Steps have

the Secretaries of War,
Interior and Agriculture to carry out
the provisions of the act for the pres

ervation of American antiquities ap
proved June S, 190G. It has been air- Cashier.
H.
JOHN
VAUGHN,
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
ranged that jurisdiction over ruins,
archaeological sites, (historic and pre
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
historic monuments and structures,
Assistant Cashier.
objects of antiquity, 'historic landmarks and other objects of historic
or scientific Interest shall be exercised as follows:
By the Secretary of Agriculture ov
Surplus and UnM"' 'ad Prollte 9SI:SM.
Capital S1II,M.
er lands which are in the Interior lim
its of military reservations; by the
Secretory of the Interior otot all other
Loans
Transacts a gtntral banklni baslnsss In all ita branches.
lands ownod or controlled' by Hlhe goveminent of the United) States.
col- - n
money on the moat favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
Under the rules adopted 'by the ex
committee no permit will be
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for 5 ecutive
granted for the removal of any anIts customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and j cient monument or structure which
can be permanently preserved under
makes telegraphlo transfers of money to all parte of thi civilized
the control of the United States In
of
siltu and remain
an
object
world on as liberal terms as are given by any montytransmlttlng
interest. Permits for the examination
of ruins, tilie excavation of archaeoat the
agency, public or private. Interest a'lowed on time deposits
logical sites and the gaibhering of obrate of thret per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
jects of antiquity will be granted by
tlhe respective secretaries 'having jurlive
of
and
stock
on
made
products.
advances
consignments
Iberal
I
isdiction, to reputable museums, universities, colleges or other .recognized
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
science or educational Institutions or
'to their duly authorized agents, it is
alms to extend to tnem as noerai irwmem m an mpwu,
also 'provided that every collection
De- slstent with safety and the prlnclplee of eound banking. Safety
made under the authority of the law
i
Th aatronaat of the aubllo la reeasotfully atshaill be preserved Jn the public mukv.. n.
seum designated in the permit and
v
K Hefted.
shall be accessible to the public. No
such collection shall be removed from
the museum without tire written authority of the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and then only to
another museum where It shall be accessible to the public.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
It Is made tlhe duty of officers in
ROSWBLI.. NKW MK11CO.
charge of land owned or controlled
iby the United States to Inquire and
report as to the existence on or near
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NJJW MEXICO
such lands of ruins and archaeological
sites, historic or irehiistorlc ruins or
monuniemts and other objects of hisijntabllelied and Supported by the Territory.
toric or scientific interest with a view
to iiieir preservation and exhibition.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
This act will effect New Mexico in
Coliegas. New buildings, .all f urnlshlujrs aud equipments modern and comparticular as in Wiat Territory are looloctrlc-llghtecated the famous cliff dwellings,
all conveniences.
plete;
buths,
among the most interesting archaeo-i)gTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8250 per session. Session Is
landmarks existing In the United
bree terms of thirteen weeks each.
States at the present time.

Tht oldest banking Institution

Nw

In

Mexico,

Established In 1170,

-

$

steam-heate-

water-work-

ROSWELL

Is a noted health resort, 9,700 feet ahnve sea level:
Sunshine ivery
September to June.

NEW MEXICO HORTI-

R10BNT8-Nftth- au

W.

Jaffa,

M

Reed,

Flulay and E. A, Cahoon
For particulars address

W.

M.

Atkinson,

COL. J, W. WILLSCN,

A.

W.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In, the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to J 22 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, 'are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
e

Bar-anc- a

Supl,

HOT SPRINGS.
the world. The efficacy of these waters has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
I. a Grippe, all Femal
Complaints, etc.,
i tc.
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
per day; $16 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive at all
seasons and is open all winter. Pas
sengers for Ojo Caliente "can leave
Scnta Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day,
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par.
liculars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJp

H. C. Yontz
DEADER IN

N .JW

MANUFACTURED OP

JEWELRY

Cttia

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewulry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

r
v

'

IThe ftemlnqlon

fuDewrHer

.wgcKoU, Seomons &
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In-
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laSlslc.tacsh jo does foe Reminofon'&Derotori
oencdlcM'327 Broadway. New YorK.v

s

and Imorovement Go.

Willard Town

JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.

Call on or address

WM. M. 8ERGER, Secretary,
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD-Breason of Homeseekers ticket reading to other points the country around Willard has beet, somewhat overlooked and vacant
open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

JOHN W. CORBETT,

y

BEATEN

BECAUSE HE
DIDN'T SIGN PETITION.

THE STAMP OF TRUTH.

v

,.J yet remains

HIRAM T. 1ROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
New Meitss
T;

luU

ATTORN
a

we

know, by our friends

and neighbors.
The following experience of a Santa
Fe citizen is but one case of scores
right here at home.
C. M. Conklin,
clerk, living
on San Francisco Street, says: "There
came to my notice some time ago a
case of hemorrhoids, commonly called
piles. They were of the bleeding, protruding variety, and itched intensely.
Doaa's Ointment came to the notice of
the party afflicted and was procured
at Ireland's Pharmacy and a course of
the treatment given. The first application soothed and a continuation of
its use for some time longer radically
DEAD WILL NOT
EXCEED ELEVEN, disposed of that far too prevalent
plague."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
All Employes at Work at Time of
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Explosion of Steel Furnace AcNew York, sole agents for the United
counted For.
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 1 G. B. F. Jones, take no other.
Jr., president of the Jones & Laugh-LiSteel Company, said today rela
A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
tive to the recent catastrophe at the
Many a woman who is weak and all
Uliza furnaces, that the lxmks
of
run down, would thank Dr. Laurltzen
the timekeeper had been checked up
from the bottom of her heart, if she
and every man had been accounted
would only try Laurltzen's Health Ta
for. The company iist shows eleven
ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because it
dead.
would surely make a new woman of
her. For sale by,
ANARCHISTS PLOT
K. S. ILAUNE & CO.
divide San Miguel County, is ascribed
as the reason Justice of the Peace
Frank Bope was defeated for reelection In the election Monday. Fast
IjOS Vegas is ordinarily Republican
and 'Mr. Bope was the Republican candidate but he was beaten by his Democratic opponent, by a majority of 9H
voi.es. The proposed division of San
Miguel County Is looked upon with
favor by the people of East Ias Vegas. They declare that they are tired
of paying
of the taxes of
the present Sun Miguel County.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Santa Fe Residents Know it Well.

East Las Vegas, Jan. 10. His reThere is the stamp of truth on
fusal to sign the petition being circuendorsed by people
lated requesting the legislature to statement

MAX. FROST.

PUBLICS.

NOTARY

Attorney at law.

SinU Tt

New Mexico.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Print- lug Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

H. B. HOLT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

New Mexico.
i.as Cruces,
Practices in the district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory,

REAL ESTATE AND MINES.

two-third- s

Foster-Milbur-

AGAINST

NOBLES.

ii you cannot anord to pay lor a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and got the
cream of the week's doings. It is l
El Paso, Texs, Jan. 16. Julian and good paper to send to your friends.
Solomon Yrigoyen, two native ranchmen living near this city, who were
Butchers' shipping certificate?, such
arrested on January 2, charged with as are required by law, printed In
ithe murder of Ruperto Gallegos, a blank form
by the New Mexican
neighboring ranchman, and who have Printing Company.
been in .the county jail here since the
killing, have been released on a writ
About Digestion.
of habeas corpus. The testimony inIt is not the quantity of food taken
troduced showed) that Solomon Yrigo-ye- but the amount digested and assimihad first been assaulted by Gal- lated that gives strength and vitality
legos with a large knife and that in to the system. Chamberlain's Stomcrder to prevent his being stabbed tlhe ach and I.iver Tablets invigorate the
sister of Yrigoyen sat on her brother's stomach an,l liver and enable them
breast. She declared that Gallegos to perform their functions. The rethen started to pull her off and made sult is a relish for your food, increas
for her brother again, when Julian ed strength and weight, greater enVaiigoyen, a son, arrived .on the scene durance and a clear head. Price 25
with
Winchester and shot Gallegos, cents. Samples free. For sale by all
inflicting wounds which proved almost druggists.
instantly fatal.
Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
ASPHYXIATED WHILE
Having been sick for the past two
TAKING A BATH. years with a bad stomach trouble, a
friend gave me a dose of ChamberPioneer of Arizona and One of the lain's Stomach and I.iver Tablets.
Fouders of the Town of Bisbee
They did me so much good that I
Dies at Douglas.
bought a bottle of them and have
uned twelve bottles In all." Today I
Douglas, Arte., Jan. 10. Frank urn wfll of a bad stomach trouble.
Buckles, aged 47 years, a hotel pro- Xrs. John Iwe, Cooper,
Maine.
prietor of Pagosa Springs, Colorado, These tablets are for sale by all
md famous as the man on whose tes
timony five outlaws were hanged at
Tombstone in 1.885, was seized with
A GOOD HOTEL.
heart failure, While bathing at a hotel
The Hotel Normandie is now prehere Sunday and fell wpon an In- - pared to accommodate its guests In
F'tnnitianeous gas heater in
uch a a first class manner. They have first
manner as to asphyxiate himself.
class rooms, first class dining room
The coroner's jury found $1,100 In service, and the prices are moderate.
his 'trunk.
It will pay you to stop there.
Buckles was one of tfhe founders of
Bisbee, Arizona, 23 years ago and was
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
one of the first men ever to have
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
homestead ranch laud in this terrl-toir- been repainted, and refurnished, and
He to survived by a wife and Is now one of the best In the Terrifive children at this Colorado home.
tory, They handle everything in the
eating line from both eastern and
Subsorlne tor the Dally New
western markets. A call will convince
'
you that they know the business.

RICHARD

Phone

n

n

This Time the King of Spain, Togeth
er With Queen and Other Nobility Are Marked.
Matkid, Jan. 16. The police have
discovered an anarchist plot to kill
several prominent persons on January
The anmiail meeting of the New 21
sit, the day fixed for tjhe opening
Mexico Horticultural Society was held
of the parliamentary debate and also
office
W.
S.
of
Dr.
yesterday at the
uKm the lives of King Alfonso and
Harroun, a number of leading horti- the Queen on the
anniversary day of
culturists and those Interested In kin- their
marriage, May 31st.
dred pursuits being present.
Hon. L. Bradford' Prince the presiHow's This?
dent, was In the chair and J. D. Sena
We Offer One Hundred Dollar! Reward fur
'attended to his duties as Decretory.
case of Catarrh that eaunot be cured by
The business of the meeting was auy
Hails Uktarm Dure.
F. J CHKNEY A CO., Toledo. O.
the election of offloers for the ensuWe. the undeMle-iiedhave known F. J
ing year.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
In
honorable
all
business transacperfectly
The president thanked the Society tions and
able to carry out auy
for the repeated elections to that of- obligations financially
made Dy tnis arm.
Waldino, Kinn N A Mhvim,
fice, but after ten1 years of service, he
Wholesale Drurelsts. Toledo. O.
felt that he had earned the right to Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally.
directly upon the blood and mucous
retire and recommended Governor acting
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
Magerman as an admirable president, tree, f rice !o cents per bottle, sold by all
Oruersrlits.
whose earnest interest in horticulTake Hall's Family Pills for constipation
ture is well known to every one.
The suggestion met a hearty reWhy Colds Are Dangerous.
sponse and Hon. H. J. Hagerman was
If you would be Immune from dis
unanimously elected, while the thanks ease, keep the system healthy. Each
of the Society for his untiring efforts successive cold weakens the constitU'
and the success of the three fairs held tlon and renders Infectious diseases
during his term of office, were re-- i more liable. Chamberlain's
Cough
urned to the retiring president.
Remedy will cure your cold promptly
The following additional officers and restore the system to its normal
were then elected:
Vice Presidents, condition. For sale by all druggists.
Dr. W. S. Harroun, Arthwr Boyle, J.
P. Victory; secretary, Jose D. Sena;
The New Mexican Printing Company
treasurer, Miss Eugenia M'anderfield ; is prepared to do the best of brief
Prince, Samuel work in short order and at very reasdirectors, Hon. L.
(1. Caiitwright, Grant Hivenburg.
onable rates. Jjawyera whodesire to
The selection of county vice presi- have their briefs printed rapidly and
dents was left to the full board of dl correctly and to present them to the
rectors.
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on the New MexSECURE LIBERTY ON
ican Printing Company and leave their
HABEAS CORPUS WRIT. orders.
Native Ranchmen Charged With Killing Neighbor Proved They Shot
in Self Defense.

Mexican Filigree

Watches, Clocks. Jewelry
and Hand Painted

Proprietor.

Caliente. Taos County,

east-Lot-

Elects Officers for .Ensuing Year of
1907
Vote of Thanks Extended
to Retiring President.

LQ3H

0J0 CALlEfiTE

Willard is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water in abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
there is good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station in the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't corne off. It Is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings. It Is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townsite Is owned by

CULTURAL SOCIETY.

day-fro-

THREE.

Jtflake a fowp
Willard WillTHE
GrA.TEW.Ar5r
WILLARD,

PREHISITORIC RUINS
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CITY BOTTLING-

WORKS.

Phone
Phone

H. HANNA.
Attorney at Law.
(.
Office, Grlfflu Blk

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Oflice, Laugulin Bit., Sania Fe, N. M.

IENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
BmU Fe,
Palace Are.
Office, Sena Blk.

CHAS.

When Chamberlain's Cough
United
Remedy is given it quickly cures the
cold and lessens the danger of diphtheria or any other germ disease
contracted. For sale by all

States

District

Attorney.

United St tes.

A. W. POLLARD,
Attorney at law.

District Attoriey, Luna County.
. . . New Mexico.
.
Demise

J. H. Boaham.

B. C.

ONHAM

tt

Wade

WADE,

Don't wait. Write
Attorneys at
what you have to sell
Practice In the Supreme and Dls
and give cash price on Bame.
irlet Court of the Territory, In the
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
any kind of Business or Real Estate Probate Courts and kefore the U. S.
anywhere, at any price, write me your Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Las Cruces, N. M.
I can gave you time Offices.
requirements.
and money.
DAVID P. TAFF,
THE LAND MAN.
E. C. ABBOTT,
415 Kansas .Avenue,
'
Attornty at law.
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,
Practices in the District and 8n
preme Courts. Prompt and carefal at(Homestead Entry No. 6737.)
tention given to all business).
Notice for Publication.
New Mexico.
Santa J!'e
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Jan. 2, 1007.
A. B. RENEHAN,
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Practices In the Supreme and Dls
Montoya of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
has filed notice of his intention to trict Courti Mining and Land Law
Sena Bid.
make final five year proof In support a Bpeclalty. Rooms
of his claim, viz. Homestead Entry Palace Ave., ganta Fe, N. M.
No, 6737 made December 21, 1901, for
SE
the SW
NE
NW
N'B
SW
SE
and NW1-CHAS. F. EASLEY,
section 5, township 20 N., range 3 E.,
(Late
Surveyor General.)
bewill
and that said proof
be made
Attornty at law.
fore register and receiver, at Santa
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Fe, New Mexico, on February 13, 1907.
He names the following witnesses Laad and Mining Business a Specialty
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Ellas Valdez, Esquibula Jiron, Manuel
FRANK W. CLANCY,
T. Roybal, Antonio A. Romero, all of
Attorney at law.
Pojoaque, New Mexico.
District Attorney for Second JuJlolal
MANUEL, R. OTERO
to-

Montezuma Lodge No
F. ft A. M. Rcirii
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7: SO

day describing

P. m.
H. F. STHPHENS, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Matonlo Hall at 7:1
1,

be-in- ?

Your Real Estate or Business
No Matter Where Located
Properties and Business of all kinds
sold quickly for cash in all parts of the

MASONIC.

.

U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty
How Diphtheria Is Contracted.
New Mexico
One often hears the expression, "My Clayton,
child caught a severe cold which de- f veloped into
diphtheria," when the
truth was that the cold had simply
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
left the little one particularly suscepAttornty at law.
tible to the wandering diphtheria
Las Cruces, New Mexico.

CAN SELL

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

A. LAW,

Attorney-at-Law-

i

Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin building, Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

1, A.

26.
18.

serm.

ROMAN L. BACA,
Real Estate and Mines.

Li.

4

4

m.
8. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SHLIGMAN, Secy.

Santa Fe Comm&ndery No.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
:30 p.m.
W. H. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
W. H. KENN8DY, Recorder.
1, K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfeetioa No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the IhirJ Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock la the evening In

Masonic Hall, south aide ot Plasa.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARL1S FRANKLIN 1ASLKY, SI.
Venerable Muter.
PIRCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, See
I.

0. 0.

F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellowa' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
J. E. LACOME, N. G.
DAVID L. MILLER,
KNIGHTS

Secy.

OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Ledge, No. I, Knights o;
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at b
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and

fraternal

welcome.

PAUL A. F. WALT1R. 0. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. 8.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodte, No.
..
, B. P. 0.
holds Its regular session on the secon'
and fourth Wednesdays of each monti.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
NORMAN L. KING, 1. K.
Dittrlct
Register,
A. J. FISCHBR, Secy.
Practices U the District Court an.
the Supreme Court of ths Territory;
Notice for Publication.
FRATERNAL UNION,
also before the United States Supremf
Department of the Interior,
--ii Fe Lodge, No. 269, Fraternal
Ceurt In Washington.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Unloa of America. Regular meeting
Albuquerque, New Mexlao.
January 12, 1907.
first and third Mondays In each month
Notice is hereby given that Tomas
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows Hall,
Vlanueva of Galisteo, New Mexico,
San Francisco street. Visiting Frat-erhas filed notice of his intention to
OSTEOPATHY.
welcome.
make final five year proof In support
R. L. BACa,
of his claim, viz:
Homestead Entry
Matter.
DAVID GONZAL18. Secy.
No. 5476 made January 5, 1900, for
OR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
MAOGni G. WONTOYA Tmu
the SE
Section 10, Township 13
Osteopath,
N., Range 9 E., and that said proof
No. 10S Palace Ave.
will be made before the Register and
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Successfully treats acute and chronic
Herewith are some bargains offered
diseases without drugs or rnedlciaes.
on February 21, 1907.
by the Ntw Mexican Printing Com
No charge for Consultation.
He names the following witnesses
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
to prove his continuous residence Hours:
m.
Phone
m.,
p.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
upon, and cultivation of, the land, Viz:
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Jose Alires, Marcos Anaya, Juan
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Vlanueva, Juan Ortega, all of Galis
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adaptteo; New Mexico.
MINING ENGINEERS.
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
Register.
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
and Spanish pamphlet, 12.25; full
place your property.
CONY T. BROWN,
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
Why Is it that the firm of Hughes ft
Mining Engineer,
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pockot
Delgado are making a success of the
and Treasurer Ntw Mexico Docket,
two
or
single, $1.25:
real estate business? It Is because this tioretary SchMl of
Mires,
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Sufirm Is reliable and any property
Ntw Mtxloc preme Oourt Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inoeerre,
placed in their hands will be looked
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
after In a businesslike manner. Office
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
west ot Plase.
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
rheumatic
Do you know that
pains
full list school blanks.
If you doubt this
can be relieved?
just try one application of ChamberCORBET
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
lain's Pain Balm. It may not give
SMYTHE,
You can ret some bargains In the
Civil, Mining and Hydraullo
you relief from pain but will make
rest and sleep possible and that cerreal estate Hue right now by calling
Engineers.
tainly means a great deal to any one Assaying and General Contracting. on the reliable real estate dealers,
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
afflicted with rheumatism.
For sale
riugnes
ueigado. Office west aide
East side Phua
Santa Fe, N. M. of Plasa.
by all druggists.
a
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Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet,
Bond
auardlnn's
and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
sheet. '
Satisfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property, 12
sheet.
Chat'ile Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
Homestead Affidavit, 4 0(13,
Homestead Application,
sheet.

MCMTiniU

DCDQnWAI

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

ESTABLISHED

1866.

1907.

16,

INCORPORATED J903,

2

C

'Mrs. X. 1.1. KiiM, of AlbuqiiM'qne,
lius been In New York on a visit,
home.
lias
Mis. Kduanlo llnea, of Iwis Vegas,
who has been in- 'die city on a visit
to relatives, tela ivl united home.

'K

vvilvo

t

WE ARE TAKING THE PLEASURE
TO INFORM THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL THAT WE ARE DOING BUSINESS IN OUR NEW BUILDING
WILL BE KIND
IF YOU
AND
A
ENOUGH TO FAVOR US WITH
WE WILL TAKE GREAT
CALL
YOU
SHOWING
PLEASURE IN
AROUND.

Salmon

EM.

1239

2

Bafov
wont cry if

gives. Him
you
BACLARDS
H0RO10UND SYRUP.
Pleasant to toko, rapid results.
Contains nothing injurious
CURES

COLDS,
SOKli THROAT,

COUGHS,

COUGH AND

WHOOPING

ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,
Colo., writes; "I cau'fc say

d
enough for Dullard's
Syrup, It haa cured
my baby of the croup and my
children of sovero Coughs.
I kuow no bettor medicine."
Horo-houn-

2

4

25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment
ST. IA3UIS. Ma

Co.

and Recommended

by

Cold

FISCHER DRUG CO.

WINTER GROCERY CO.
Foi

Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

Winter Millinery
Now selling nt and below cost ostrich pinnies, fancy wings and feathers all at a bargain. Felt huts nt
your own price. Call early and select
he cream of the lot.
I

Miss A. Mugler.

LEGAL BLANKS.
CONFORMING TO THE LAWS
NEW MEXICO.

OF

i
i

M. V." BUTTER
A

flrst-clas-

nd

Of Celebrated Makes.

Good Lookers and Good Wearers
I Every One. Bflilt for Service and
Guaranteed m Every Detail. Prices
Lower than the Lowest.

Ml
For Half a

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Desert. Land Kntry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheel.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony,
'
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a Non-reident Rntryman,
sheet.
Final Homestead Proof,
full
sheet.
sheet
Sheep Contracts,
190'J, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish,- pamphlet $2.75; full Leath
er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, Hie, paper, 11c.
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leather. $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage

Century

BOS.

the Leading

Goods

Try

-- 0

P. O. Box 219.

House

in

the

Phone No. 80.

CHARLES

WAGNER

Farniture Company,
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds,
Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

A SPECIALTY.
.1116

e

I

if.

s.

San Francisco SI.

'Phone

Phone 26.

10.

1.

pujiE&copip;p
GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LIN'
EASTERN CANNED GOOD
ALSO

e

e

8

Night Call 'Phone No.

7c.

1

AND

UNDERTAKING

4

i

NEW PANCAKE FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLi
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

tihou-s'.-m-

e

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

it

Blanks-Appea-

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

.

i

Specialty.

School Suits
School Shoes

s

The New Mexican I'viir'"-- ' ('
pany has the largest facilities and
most modern machinery for doing all
s
kinds of Printing and Binding In
style. Manufacturers of Loose
leaf Ledgers. Pamphlets and BjoU
work a specialty. Best Book Bindery
in the Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
with
Coal Declaratory
Statement
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheel.
Stock Blanks,
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vendor's Uncorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale in Hooks of 25 Blanks.

i

l

This Month We're Making a
Special Sale on

Affidavit,

'

Order

In

2

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 dolivered
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos.
and 2, full Leather $0.50 a volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.
.1.
P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Postage, 45c.
lOc per Book.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
.1. P, Docket,
Civil,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
Criminal, $1.00. Postage 55c.
sheet.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han.Money's Digest of New Mexico Redle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorports, Full Sheep, $0.50, Postage 25c.
ded Brand,
sheet.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Hun-dianimals Not Bearing Owner's Re- $3.00.
Gaming License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Notification of Change in Assess4
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
ment by Assessor, 100 In Book, $3.75.
Justice of the Peace
l
sho,et.
Agreement,
Bonds,
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Miss Virginia
tlenn will give a wilier,
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
sheet.
Application for Idconse,
public violin recital at the Presbytesheet.
Replevin Writ,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
rian Church the evening of .'Monday,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
January 2Wht Miss Virginia is only
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
fifteen years old, but itlie residents of sheet.
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
Santa Fe who have heard her play
sheet.
Warrant,
S. E. Comer Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Bond
of
are looking forward .to hearing her in
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
a concert lH'ognini. The program will
Court),
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
MMMMMMMlMIHlMi; appeal to lovers of soulful music and Attachment Bond,
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
to .those who Admire .techuOque. She
sheet,
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
sheet.
will be assisted by Miss Emilia A.
Complaint, Criminal,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
WwMeir, soprano. Mrs. V,
U Bean,
sheet.
.
sheet.
plaint,
piano, and .irs. Edwwrd Fhle,
sheet.
Execution,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, SumAdmission 75 cents. Advance
sheet.
Summons,
mons,
sheet,
sale of tickets begins at Blile's store
sheet.
t
Subpoena,
sheet.
.fan nary 21th.
Replevin Bond,
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
Execution Forcible Entry and De- sheet.
Promlssory Notes, 25c per pad.
.T.
P. Complaint,
sheet.
Miscellaneous.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
Search Warrant,
sheet.
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
Blanks.
Spanish
each.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
Auto de Prlsion,
pllego.
each.
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
Certillcndo de Nombramiento,
Stomach trouble is but a lymptora of, and not
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
pliego.
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
Fienza Oficial,
pliego.
Heartburn, anil Indigestion as real diseases, yet
sheet.
Fianza Oficial y Jttramento,
they are symptoms only of a certain speuillo
Deed, The City nt Santa Fe,
Nerve sickness nothing else.
pliego.
sheet.
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoop
Conirato de Partldo,
pliego.
In the creation of that now very popular Stomach
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
Remedy Dr. Shoop's Restorative,
doing dtreet
sheet.
English,
to the stomach nerves, alone brought ttiat success pliego.
Application for Mariage License,
F.scrilura de Renttncia,
pllego.
and favor to Dr. Shoop and his Restorative. Withsheet.
Doctunenlo Garantizado,
plego.l Spanish,
out that original and highly vital principle, no
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had,
Hipoleca de Bieues Muebles,
postage, 17c.
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad pllego.
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
extensa
Documento Garantizado,
Tablets or Liquid and see for your,
Restorative
pstage, 17c.
forma
heno.
entera,
pllego
cheerand
Wo
sell
do.
will
elf what It can and
Missouri Code pleadings, $6.00. The
Certificado de Matrlmonio, lOccada
fully recommend
WOOD-DAVtwo for $10.00.
Adapted to. New
uno.
for License, Retail LiApplication
Formula de Enumeracion,
pliego.
sheet.
quor License,
Contrato Fntre los Dlrectores
y
Application for License, Game and
pliego.
Preceptores,
Laws of New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 anl
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
:
:
14
Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 50.
and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c.
English
I.lbros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
County
Superintendent's
Warrant,
Mhros de Recibos Supervisors de 50
In Book, 35c.
('aminos, 2,"e.
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
General Blanks.
Spanish, 50 in Book, 25c.
FISCHER DRUG CO.
sheet.'
Iloml fo' Deed,
Poll Books
for City Election, 8
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
ivages, 40c.
sheet.
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
PICTURES AND FRAMING Butchers' shipping certificates, such Bond, General Form,
,
75c per Do- pages, 40c.
as aie required by law, printed in
Certificate of
We make a specialty of
PRINT blank form
Mexican
New
zen.
by the
Poll Books, Election of School DiINO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp Pr'-tiOfficial Bond,
sheet.
Company.
rectors, 4, 0, and 8 pages, English and
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
Spanish. 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
510 South Broadway
HOWLANO & CO.
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 60
1,08 ANGEI,I58, CAUF
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.
Signs, Card Board.
"GOOD ROOMS."
The Price of Peace.
.15c each
"For Rent"
v.
You can get a good room at the
The terrible itching ana smarting,
10c each
"Board"
,,
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Laces and Mollnei
'
incident to certain skin diseases, Is Hotel Normandie at a Very moderate
10c each
"For Sale"
for Reception, and Evening Hats.
almost Instantly allayed by applying price, either by the week or month,
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents. You will he gainer by calling there,
220 San Francisco St.
MRS. LYNG.
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
For sale by all druggists.
(Continued on Page 6.)
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To Work Again- - New Clothes

2

Captain Arthur Trelford, Superln-tenilen- t
of the Territorial
penitentiary, spent Monday In Albuquerque
on ollleial business.
Crescendo Manzamares, a, rancher
residing a! San Mitrui'l, was iin 'live
city Unlay. He camie ito pui'ehase
supplies and also visited relatives
while in town.
District. Attorney M. C. Mooliem, of
Tiieii'incari, who ilia been in the city
a few days on lega.1 business, left this
al'iernoon for the t'lirivins county seat,
of Quay County.
Mayor If. (). liursum, of. Socorro,
chairman of the Ropubltanu Territorial Central CiiMiiltlen, is expected to
arrive in Santa Fe oji Friday to remain several d'ays.
,
Sheriff l.eamlro .VI. (Jallww. of
Vn ion County, was a visitor to
Ha st I.as Vusas Monday and yesterday. He 'brought, a pattenit to 'file Territorial insane asylum.
B. X. Burch of Raton, a member of
Hie board of county commissioners of
Colfax County, was an arrival today
in t lie Capital. He came on business
connected with the Territorial Board
of Equalization.
i.Drs. Henry Shewoll, of Nebraska
left yesterday for
Cily, Nebraska,
home (ifier a visit of sevcra.l weeks in
Santa ! as the f?uel of iher daugh-ters- ,
the .Misses Harrieite
Slhnvoll
and .loan Shewell.
.lames Correy, tax ni?ent of the Den
ver and Rio Grande Railroad Company and for many years a trusted
employe of the road who lias been In
in the city on business
before the
Hoard of Equalization, was a passenger for the north this forenoon.
,
.1. V.
of El Paso, Texas,
rmiU of way and tax asent of the
Fl Paso & South western Railway af
ter attending 'the sessions of the Ter
ritorial Hoard of Equalization in t'liis
dty since Sunday, returned to 'his
southern home this noo
Attorney Neil P.. Field of Albuquer
que left last evening for the Duke
City sifter attending to legal business
before 4 ho Territorial Supreme Court.
Mr. Keld came
liere direct from
Washington, D. ('., where 'he appeared
in a case In t;ho Vnited States Supreme Court.
A. .1. Israel, tax commissioner
for
the Colorado ami Southern Railroad,
whose headquarters are in Denver,
tifler attending the session of the Territorial Hoard of Equalization in tills
city for and on behalf of the road he
represents, left this forenoon for his
post of duty.
M. N. Mikesell of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, who is making his headat Springer,
quarters
temporarily
reached the cily today and registered at the Claire. Mr. Mikesell is
connected with the Farmers' Devel
opment Company, which litis a private
irrigation enterprise projected in Colfax County. lie came to consult with
Terriloriul Irrigation Engineer David
M. White regarding some of the details.
B. 'S. Phillips, of Buickntan, manager
of the Ramon Land and Lumber Com5
pany, left for home this forenoon after looking after business a few days
in S'anta Fe.
Mr. Phillips said 'that
the lumber oauup is a lively place tind
1 the saw wHl is now in operation.
N'early fifty men are employed at he
saw mill and in ilho woods felling
urees.
Between eight laivd iten
railroad tics have already been
1 cut, 'and tilie company is comtnt'Cling
far men wfali teams to haul Vhe railroad lies o (the railroad stivtion six
tulles dislant.
Clay-ton-

INVITATION TO ALL

Back to School

2

2

2

j

(Jim

4

2

CUT PRICES IN

-1

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

FURNITURE

accc.ini-lanit-

Hardware

Sale

Oil

.

Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,
Rugs,

2

AND

CALL

GET

PRICES.

2

Indigestion

D.

4

S. LOW1TZKI.

Water Supplies

,

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

2

THE

IS

HARDWARE CO.

228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

INCORPORATED

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain.

Flotr

Potato,

Stationery,
Patent Medietas ana Groceri Sundries.
cmi

2

Dr.

Shoop's
Bosforafive

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART

Man-age-

ng

LADIES

2

....

........

PROMPT ATTINTION OJVM MAN. OMIRO.

aurA r,M.xj
Con
The New Meslcau Printing
pany bas on haud a large supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper If ordered in larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and ynu are getting double
your fiioney'i worth when buying.

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one ol
the best blnderlea In the west

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in 'any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

Don't forget our large and complete
AH
bindery and job department
work handled In the moat
manner. One trial make you
permanent ciutomeir.

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company,
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for gale by the New Mexican
Printing Comp-my- ,

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

16,

SANTA FE NEW 31EXTCAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1907.

making tbe city prisoners work on the
streets, and as a result the crossings
down town are kept clean anyway.
ReSanta
and
Leaving
Entering
Officer Bernardo Baca stood guard
to
Schedules
compiled According
over two o the city charges today as
of Trains Now In Effect.
they scraped the mud and slush from
the cross walks around the Plaza.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
W. ' B. Walton, who on the first of
No 1. Southbound leaves Simla Ve
month relinquished the office of
the
m.
1:20 p.
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa probate- - clerk of Grant County which
he has held for a number of years by
Fe 4:20 p. m.
election and the duties or which he
performed most acceptably and faithDENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 42C Eastbound
lcave3
Santa fully, has entered into a law partnership with Percy Wilson, a well known
Fe 11 a. m.
firm being
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa Silver City attorney, the
Wilson & Walton. Mr. Walton, howFe 3:30 p. ni.
ever, is still the owner of the Silver
f'itv
Independent and retains editorial
&
FE'
SANTA
ATCHISON, TOPEKA
The new law Arm is a strong
charge.
Lamy Branch.
one and bids fair to get its lull share
of business in Silver City aud SouthArrive at Santa Fe Station.
western New Mexico,
9:40 a. m.
No. 721
David Quintana, Republican, and
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
Ramon Garcia y Mestas, Independent,
11:15 p. ni.
No. 725
nn.nHirint.es for justice of the neace in
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
Precinct No. 1, Pojonque, are tied tor
m.
8:15
a.
No. 720
the
place as a result of the election
4:20 p. ni,
No; 722
According to tbe count both
Monday.
7:40 p. m.
No. 721
received 51 votes. Abran Romero,
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
the Republican candidate for constaand 2 oast, and No, 3 limlled west at ble in
the same precinct was elected
hnmy.
of eight, over Quinlana,
a
majority
by
No. 724 collects with No. 1 west at
the nominee of the Independent. ReLamy.
and Democrats.
No. 721 connects with No. 7 and 8 publicans
An effort is being made to have a
9
west
and
at
southbound
Lamy.
council of the Knights of Columbus
Main Line Via Lamy.
organized at an early date In Santa
at
all
No.
stations.
stops
Fe. Albuquerque has a flourishing
No. 7 will stop at nil stations, Lamy
of this religious order and it Is
lodge
to Albuquerque to discharge passenbelieved that one can be started in
gers from Santa fe.
tbe Capital. Only Catholics are eligNo 721 leaves Lamy at 9:10 a. ni.
It is primarily
ible for membership.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
a social organization complying with
'west, at, Lamy, waiting only for No.
the laws of the church but it has an
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
insurance feature which is optional
east.
with the members.
Warper's Magazine for January has
another "Santo Fe Charley" story by
Thomas A. Janvier, with, the scene
MINOR CITY TOPICS laid at, Esipanola and vicinity like the
twelve or twenty "Sant'a Fe Onarley
stories that, preceded It. Janvier lived
Samuel O. Cartwright, junior mem- for a time in the FspanOla Valley and
ber of the wholesale grocery firm of at present Is in Mexico. Some of his
H. B. Cartwright and Brother, is con- character 'delineation .4 are so thinly
familiar with
fined to his home by Illness.
rllscnteerl' that, those
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo It lie residents of 'the Esiwnofa Valley
,
yesterday Issued a marriage license to can 'reauiiy tviHn:eiiu vnv vimi,,,.-Fe
"Santa
and
Charley,"
Miss Lizzie Guy, aged 33, and James
describing
A. Whittenberg, aged 2S, both of Albu- at least, should become as famous
through these grotesque tales as Mrs.
querque.
A barber shop has been opened In W'iggs of the Cabbage Patch, for he
the Hotel Palace and is being con- keens the onlv hotel at Espanola anil
ducted under the supervision of Man- .'s described as short and1 round and
ager W. H. Vaughn. V. S. G. Green full of fun. Janvier this time relates
one of his stock jokes about the
Is the barber In charge.
asking for bath 'room
Owing to the bli'zzanl in Kansas
at "Charley's" hotel.
and Missouri, the Santa Fe Central
train arrived kist evening without Oharlev told 'him that be had a bath
connection and .train No. 9 on nib a .thousand mile. long and when
tihe Santa Fe due last evening 'did not asked to
show the visitor to it
imiiiled .to 'the Rio Grande River
arrive until this noon.
The Board of County Commission- It's a joke that, Charley gets off on
ers will hold a special meeting Satur- every traveler,
day to make an investigation of
FOR SALE At a bargain, musical
the returns on Monday's elections for
justices of the peace and constables. instruments of the late Lewis SnhorNearly all of the ballot boxes have by mover. Sheet music at 10 and 1
this time been sent to the office of the cents per eopy. Rooms open daily
from 10 lo 12 a, m., and 1:30 to 5 p
k, George W. Armijo.
Jf
Is ni.
,
jjj lies Mcllugbes
Upper San Francisco Street.
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TIMETABLE ALL LINES.

Suits and Overcoats
Ready Made or Tailor Made.

OLLAR IN BANK

ou know it Is safer;
lu are not so liable to spend

needlessly;
You can make it earn for you 4
interest if you deposit It here for a

given time.

Everything that is
to-Da-

Are these not excellent reasons why
deposit account
with us?
Let us assist you with 'the many
conveniences this bank affords.

for

te

"B. & B." Ice Skates,
Winchester
Rifles,
Single-BarreFoot-Balls-

l

School

Shotguns,

,

Pt esents lot
Roller Skates,
Rocking Chairs,
Writing Desks,

Santa Fe Livery Stable

each
each
each
each
each
each
each

"

Blank Butchers' Shippfng Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
FIRST-CI,AS-

SERVICE

8

FINE RIGS

120

If yon wish your Christmas dinne r to he perfect, you should

purchase
Roaster," the best roaster lor Poultry or Meat ot
me niaruet.
There are hundreds of articles, be sides those mentioned, which we offer for sale at prices as low as is con sisteut, and which we will be pleased
to show you.

a

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

j

San Francisco Street.

"Usk

v
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacturing Company.

THE PLOMPTEAUX BOARDING
HOUSE.

An excellent place to take your
meals and rest. The best in the city.
.Members of the Legislature! and oth$25 per
ersDon't forget this.
A fine and extensive assortment of
mouth. Near Capitol building, 114
the latest styles of jewelry ha3 Ju3t
Cerrillos Road.
been purchased and will be sold at
MRS. BRATJLIA PLOMTEAUX,
Proprietress. the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
Don't forget our large and complete genuine and a3 represented. The
bindery and Job department. All work manufacture of Mexican filigree jewelry Is a specialty the finest and
handled promptly and In tbe mot
manner. One trial make you best work In that line is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
a permanent patron.
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
breast
in gold or silver, filigree
Herewith are some bargain! offered work pins,
manufactured at home and in
Comby the New Mexican Printing
the shops of the company
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of tbe design and to suit customersby inspecial
short
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sbeep order and from the finest
gold.
Missouri
76c;
bound, $1; paper bound,
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'.ig
Pleading forms, H; Missouri Code uel Church stamps, in
great numbers
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- and at a low price. Store and
factory
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New 208 Don
Ga3par Avenue,
Laughlin
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English building.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
N. MONDRAGON,
leather, J3; SberlE's Flexible-Cove- r
Mgr.
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThe New Mexican Printine rnmnnn.
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in- is prepared to furnish cards ria
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- for ladles or gentlemen on
short no
poration Laws 75c; Compilation Min- nce, m first class style at reason a hie
of
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest
either
prices,
engraved or printed. Cail
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50; uu me New Mexican
Printing Co
full list school blanks.
The New Mexican Printing ComButchers' shipping certificates, such pany is prepared to fill nromDtlv nnri
as are required by law, printed in satisfactorily all orders for
engraved
blank form by the New Mexican visiung cards,
marriage announcePrluting Company.
ments, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as
compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine
samples
and prices.

LED

IPSCH

,h,

THE NEW MEXICO

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on han a large supply of
pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere We will
sell them at nve cents in book form,

AND MECHANIC

ARTS.'

ind

GRAIN, POTATOES,
'f

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUWVt

CALL

UP 'PHONE

When in Need of Anything in

Line. Drivers Furnished.

NO. 9
the Livery

Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by en officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at ah altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President

HENRY KRICK
8ol

Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Mails orders promptly attended to,
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M,
Telephone No 18

SODA WATER
Jf

(P. O.) Agricultural College, N. M.

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo; Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reason-

Everything in Lace Curtains at

Be-le-

'

able than the telegraph.

8

BARBER

SHOP

.
Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tues.
HUr Cutting a Specialty. Three rirst
Class Bar'jers.
Bast Bide of Plaza. South ot Poetal
Telegraph Office.
WILLIAM

A

SPRING 1907.

PLAZA

PARSC-.S-

:

IN

SANTA

NEW MEXICO.

FI,

much the largest asset we hare in our kusimeM,

SIA

M
To

customers say to their friends, "ETery statement mad
can be relied upon" is the
for.

yry

lx

tt reoommeiidatioi

hare our

ky S.
we

Spiti
can strife

Eelitbility is our watchword and erery sale we make is closed

only after the purchase prove

tt

entirely satisfactory.

store like

it our

partita.

C

SPITZ

A. P

It

is a great

tkii. iTtry article tarries with

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Parlors

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths
$1.50
.
.25
Other Baths
Parlors Located West Bide Plaa

....
....

gpiegelberg- -

257 San Francisco

iiaq

aim

Blankets,

Baskets,

OUR

Street.

IMican Wares
Rag, Wax,. Feather

and

am Curios
Linen

Drawn

Work,

Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO:
.To Have the Best of Everything In Our

KERR'S
Capital

HOUSE

!

Any Flever You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

THE

Lace Curtains

Agent For

GRAIN

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

satisfaction to buy
An institution giving an Intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own gronnds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mesilla Valley.

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

?

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

For Ladies

Ever-Read-

4

LIVERY STABLE

Don Bon Dishes,

Morris Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic Pistols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps,
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
Imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases,
Chafing Dishes.

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

Blanks,

-

Girls

Decorated Cups and Saucers,

For Gentlemen

BLANKS.

Oath of School Director,
sheet.
of
Certificate of Apportionment
School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
heet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
Contract for School Teacher,
heet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
Prices.
On
or
sheet each
$ .05
.10
Full Sheet, each
.25
Sheets, per dozen
.35
Sheets, per dozen
.05
Full Sheets, per dozen
1.75
Sheets, per hundred
2.50
Sheets, per hundred
4.00
Full Sheets, per bundred
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
On an order of 500 hundred
price.
blanks, customers' business card will
he printed under filing without extra
cost.

wmmm r

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes.
Irish Mails,
Boy's Saddles,
Boxing Gloves,
Carpenter's Tools.

Boy's Watches,
"A 1" Pocket Knives.

Manager.

(Continued from Pnge 4.)
10c
"Lodging"
2fi:
"For Rent or Sale"
25c
"Hoard and Lodging"
r0c
"Minor's Law"
50c
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" 50c
"Spanish Marriage Laws'.. 50c

to be a really "Mfrry Chris! mas,"
prosents, for tlifre Is no Joy like

Presents lot Boys

Santa Fe Haberdashery

LEGAL

of.

"What to Buy," is a specter, which, like "Hanquo's Ghost," will not nown.
If you will allow us, we think, we can assist you in tills jierplfixing proh- em, by a few timely suggestions, like the following:

rifllsS I

Dr. Deltnel I,inen Mesh Underwear Just in.
Orders Taken tor ladies' Underwear.

ED EHLE,

it.

The Question

Up-- 1

Men,

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of
brief work In short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who desire to have their briefs printed rapidly and correctly and to present
hem to the Supreme Court now in
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

you should begin a

has almost arrived, but, if you wish
you must ilo your share in. the giving
that of making others hapyy.

Now is the Time to Leave Your Measure for
One of those Nobby Suits that Rhle turns out.

Letter heads, bill heads, note beads,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola
by thi New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and In quantities to
suit purchaser.

it

Just Arrived

Our New Spring Samples

inches.
x 14 inches.
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 inches.
TERMS:
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-

In

Best Day of All the Year

I

Size of Blanks.
Sheet, 7x8

worth more to you than a dollar
ir pocket, because

THE

We Imve a I!ig Line of Overcoat
in Style and Fit.

1

-

CHRISTMAS

Line.

SPECIAL SALE
Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM PRICES.

".

I. SPARKS.

Manager.

W. H KERR,

Proprietor

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

PAGE
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SIX.

2 BRICK COURT.

I'JT

XEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.M.

JANUARY 16,

WEDNESDAY,

1907.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

caned" them prwntrlcltri's nnil
Temple Chamber In Which OUrr pronounced hiiu slightly unbalanced,
but in reality he was possessed "of unuGolduiuith AmnHed Himself.
Few buildings link the London of the sually bright faculties, lie bad a keen
and
preseut day with so many of the liter- sense of humor, loved excitement
I
ary characters of the London of the was tlioroiiJily awake to ho shortcompast as does the house at 2 Brick ings of his generation. His eccentricicourt, Middle Temple. The dominant ties were so many object lessons,
to administer hi
memory which clings around it Is that which It 'pleased him
seldom
perpetuated by a handsome tablet on his own quaint way, and they
went wide of the mark.
Its front elevation bearing the words:
Ills first attempt at a practical Joke,
if such it may be termed, bade fair to
In tliesa chambers died
revolutionize the administration of jusOliver Goldsmith
On the 4th of Apl., 1774.
tice In Home.
Punctually at 10 one bright spring
Hid a medallion of the poet.
morning evry church bell in town beGoldsmith's, however, was seldom a gan to ring "a morto," a long, peculiar
lonely figure, and he gathered around toll used to announce a death. Plus
hliu at Brick court all the wit of the IX. was then reigning pontiff and,
metropolis of his day. In 1705, ou the hearing the general tolling, asked who
strength of the success of "The Good the great personage was that all Koine
Natural Man" and the fact that he was mourning. None of his "suit"
was mukiug some 500 a year, "Goldle" knew, but Inquiries at St. Peter's elicitexpended 400 on chambers "up two ed the fact that the Marquis del Griilo
pair right" and ti t ted them with showy had sent the order without specifying
carpets, gilt mirrors and furniture ex- who was dead. The pontiff was even
travagantly upholstered lu blue velvet. more mystified, and when word had
Thus equipped, he embarked ou a come from other churches to the same
course of expenditure lu which flue effect lie sent for the marquis, who
clothes for himself, grand diuners to a promptly answered the summons.
"I hear," said Plus IX. to the marliterary coterie and pretty trifles for
venal beauties all bore costly parts. quis, that it is at your bidding that
Johuson, lr. Arue, Percy Iteyuolds, every bell in Home is tolling. Who,
Francis and Blckerstaff were among then, Is dead 7"
"Justice, your holiness," was the enig
the frequent visitors at 2 Brick court,
but their arrival was not the cause of matic reply.
"Justice?"
bo much concern to Goldsmith's coteu-aut- s
The
us that of some other of the poet's
"Yes, your holiness justice.
guests. It was the little supper parties goddess Is uo more In the pontitical
Society

cord" chills to be conUnuany (old that
you are "not very well" or "not so

Railway Company.

mens

Tho line of this railway from Raton to Cimarron, N. M.. including the
Koehler Branch, is now open for FR EIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.
Due notice will be given of opening of oflitr extensions.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

r-Wo-

well" or "about the same."
Probably you've said these things so
often that you suy them uow as a matter of course. It seems Incredible to
you by now that you should ever feel
really well, because you've
made a habit to be ailing.
L)o you know that a good deal of
this Is imagination? If you braced up
and told people cheerily that yon felt
tiptop nine chances In ten you would
feel tiptop pretty soon. You'd forget
the ailing habit.
And, after all, what great difference
does It make to any but your nearest
and dearest if you don't feel well?
Suppose you are eveu hampered by
downright physical Ills? Your work
must be done Just the same. It can't
be?
What nonsense! Of course It

Daily.

"I was a total wreck," writes Mrs. Beulah

Rowley, of Champoeg, Oregon, "from pains I had
suffered, for 4 years, every month. Sometimes I

uucou-BCiousl- y

Train No.

would be unconscious for 12 hours at a stretch. I
did not know that anything could stop the pain
entirely, but Wine of Cardui did. I advise all
women suffering with painful periods to use Cardui and be relieved."

4 00

33

5:00 p.m.

41
47

12:25 p.m.
12:01 p.m.

Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Ijeave

11:40 a.m.
11: 10 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
10:26 a. m

9:45 a.m.
9 :25 a. m.

Ieave
Leave

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
at 4:25 P. M.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
i
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. ni.
S.
&
F.
T.
Ry.
(a) Track Connection with A.,
i Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
'
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry,
G. F. and P. A.
W- A. GORMAN,
Raton, New Mexico,
in Dawson, N. M.,

AJvk-e-

well.

IS
20
23

2
-

'

p. m.
4:33 p. in.

--

1

Tlte t jiattanooga Aledlcine Co., I
Tenu.

Why not you? Try it.

Train No.

STATIONS
Riaton
Leave (a)
Clifton House
heave
Preston
Leave (b)
Leave Koehler Junction
Koehler
Arrive
ibeave (c)
Vermejo
Cerrososo
Leave
Cimarron
Arrive

7

2:30 p.m.
3:00 p. m.
3:15 p.m.
3:35 p. in,

It is a pure, specific, reliable, female remedy, with
a record of 70 years of
FREE ADVICE
Write us a letter drscrlblni all
success. It has beneyour symptoms, anj we will send you
in plain sealed envelope.
fited a million others.
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department,

Consider the splendid people who
have conquered desperate Ills In order
to get their work done. The woman
who has something to do doesn't have
the time to complain of not feeling

Distance
from Raton

2:00 p. in.

It does this by regulating the functions and
toning up all the Internal female organs to health.

can.

1

-.

-

Sold by Every Druggist in $1.00 Bottles.

TO HELP YOURSELF.

?,S!S2SJ

Cultivate These Qualities and They
Will Well Repay Yon.
A good memory for faces and facts
connected with them, thus avoiding
OF
giving offense through not recognizing
or bowing to people or saying to thorn
to Goldsmith's young friends of both states."
what had better been left unsaid.
And thereupon he related to the as
sexes Cmt drew from the studious
An nminwtorl
awft distinct and
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Blackitoue, hard at work on his famous tonlshed pontiff how, becoming aware
tDetlc volce. The American fern
"Commentaries" in the rooms below of the corruption existing in Judiciary
wW(,h haa b(,cu
nrt.l fuPV llltltll'
"Goldle's," bitter protests against the CUCieS, lie UiUl luuur nil
l.,.. 11U1U ......... 4lnina
1111
Palace.
uiauj iiuico nun j J""lV'
racket of his "reveling neighbor."
(Maiming that the farm of a poor neigh
Learn to be appreciative of the natII. h. WaUlo, Uts Vegas: H. M.
to
he
him.
his
Both "The Traveler" and "The Vicar bor of
brought ural mellow tones possible to every
belonged
.1.
Weiss,
of Waketield" were published soou aft- the poor man to court and by liberal woman and avoid the shrill voices that Dougherty, Socorro; Adam
Servant girl. Apply to
WANTED
er Goldsmith moved into Brick court, bribing obtained possession of the remind one of a large concourse of Del Norte; A. !'. .Maginis, Los Angeles.
Claire.
Mrs. Loo touch, Washington Ave.
but the income they brought him was whole estate, to which he tiad no right hens.
Mr. anil
J. P. Ilraekolit,
Raton;
Insufficient to withstand the drain made whatsoever.
Cultivate the charm of making lit Mrs. C. O. Rucker, St. Joseph; W. CI.
FINE FRUiT RANCH FO SALE.
The pope, after listening attentively,
on his resources by his extravagance,
of
as
if
sacrifices
tle
quite naturally,
One of the best fruit ranchei in
Myers, Denver: .Mark II. Thompson-his generosity and his taste for gam- censured the marquis severely for the no account to
yourself.
Las Crtices; Mr. owl 'Mips, .1. V. wiui- - northern Santa Fa County, about twenbling. Owing 2,000, unable to obtain method used, but history tells us that
allowCultivate the habit of making
il.onbwg, Albuquerque; A. Sandoval, ty mllig from this city, iu for sale,
further advances from his booksellers the lesson bore fruit aud that many ances for the
opinions and feelings of
and seeing no way out of his embar- changes took place in Important civic others as well as their prejudices. We Sandoval; F. D. Ga'hagan, Pueblo; M. at a bargain. For particulars apply to
,
Sunt Fe,
X. Mikos'i'M, Pittsburg.
Max. Frost. Boi No.
rassments, Goldsmith broke down lu positions.
can't all see things from the Bame anNormandie.
Nnw Mexico.
At another time the marquis, who alwould
spirits and health. He had to leave
It
we
did
In
If
world.
this
gle
W. H. Sliirlevaiw, Denver; H. 11.
those windows from which he used to ways dressed very modestly, made his be a
mighty dreary, monotonous old Ttcdwtne, Monte Vista: Mr. and Mrs.
watch the rooks in the grove, which way on foot to the palace of Prlnco
The New Mexican Printing Company
sphere.
'Alilcrete, IYogreso; F. II.
once stood where now is Elm court, Massimo, where a big reception was
is prepared to do tho best of brief
Cultivate the art of listening without Mi'lquiaclos N.
en.Mrs.
the
As
he
held.
RiMie,
Moria.rly;
J.
he
amused
"often
as
myapproached
wrote,
and,
being
to prosy talkers aud of Harvey,
lu .short, order and at very reas(loo. work
self with observing their plan of trance a pompous lackey looked him Impatience
at the twice or thrice told tale Saitirulno Lueriis, Finos Wells;
rates. Jjawyers wliodesire to
onable
smiling
barred
to
foot
and
head
then
over
from
policy." Goldsmith returned thither,
or incident. It really won't hurt you to W. 'Mflvo, Thorcau.
t'lielr lirxd'tf printed .rapidly and
have
Coronado.
nevertheless, to die, and though be was the way.
hear It over again, and, then, remem-- !
correctly a.nd to present diem to the
M"No admittance tonight," he said InSan
carried to his last resting place through
Crosconcio iMarwSHMinw,
never so charming as
are
that
ber
now in session here
you
M. Sbreet, Supreme Court
rows of weeping women the benches solently. "A reception Is going on."
Al
Cliama;
rtaela.md,
ind;
when you are making other persons
on time, should cull on the New MexThe nobleman stood amazed, for eveu
of the Temple appear to have valued
Del Xurte.
think they are interesting.
ican Printing Company and leave their
him so little that the very place of his over princes he often took precedence,
orders.
of
situathe
saw
humor
the
he
but
then
For that
burial became forgotten.
SUNDAY CLOSING NOW
CULINARY CONCEITS.
neglect the tublet came as tardy but tion and, smiling to himself, walked
THE RULE AT NOGALES.
Tbe New Mexican Printing Company
welcome reparation. London Tribune.
away.
low
fire
the
have
When frying eggs
is prepared to do the best of brief
Half an hour later a magnificent
on work in short order and at very reas
coach drew up before the palace, and and slide them about the pan to pre- Arizona Town a Very Quiet Burg
'
Amy Itobsart.
the Sabbath Stores Also Close at
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
out stepped the marquis, resplendent lu vent burning the thin whites.
On a Suuday In September, 1560,
8 O'clock.
have their briefs printed rapidly and
Baeou should be soaked In water for
a gorgeous court uniform aud scintillatJan.
Lady Bobert Dudley, better known un- ing with decorations, lu a minute the three or four minutes before being
INosiilos, Ariz.,
correctly and to present tliem to the
der her maiden name of Amy Robsart, whole house was astir, and the hostess fried to prevent the fat from running.
has nilopUMt Snui.lay closing of nil its Supreme Court now in cession here
being in good health, sent to a fair all herself met him and led him in. The
When making layer cakes spread the tttwea and this town is now a very ou time, should call oa tho New Mexl ins
the people of Comnor Hall, near Oxican Printing Company and leave thev.
night was warm, and soon she invited batter around the pans with a spoon, iuict nlace on the SabUatli.
of a. pelttion ortters.
ford, where she was residing, except him to have an Ice, an offer which he
tl
result
was
the
around
it
thicker
ckislni;
edges
making
was
return
she
one friend. On their
1m various
'Hunt was passed among
promptly accepted.V, Imagine her feel- - than lu the middle.
with-ou- t
,
lying dead at the foot of the stairs
h
t he
f
alone with olive oil, or apples nwrcrhnnts who signed it almost
Apples
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
uuu ivy uuuiieu imjuuju AUC lliyucai coolly aud deliberately proceeded to aud
In addition 'to Sunday
of olive oil
exception.
with
parts
celery
equal
Connection made with Automobile
found that she died by accident, and
nave
spread spoonful after spoonful over the and cream mixed, form a light, uour closing, line niercmnnts
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
ehe was splendidly burled lu St. front of his uniform aud on his nu(iKtved 4o close itiheir stores at eight Mit.omobile leaveB Torrance t'V Hoa-el- l
Ishlug aud easily digested meal.
ambasThe
Oxford.
Spanish
SaturMary's,
in
merous decorations.
except
tbe
o'clock
evening
boiled.
A custard canuot be
Boiling
at 4 a. ni. and arrives at ttoswe-isador wrote that Elizabeth had told
"Why, marquis," she exclaimed in at once curdles the egg. But a custard day's, .thus giving die clerks n chance t 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roa-el- l
him a few days before that Amy was alarm, "what are you
'wit'li
their
doing?"
put In a Jar in a saucepan of water to enjoy the evenings
for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
likely to die soon, but he may well
local merOn all sides tli
"Giving Caesar what belongs to Cae- may have the water boiling round the
at 10 p. m. Tbe fare
t
Torrance
have had a motive for a false state- sar," was the
reply. "Your serv- Jar with good effect
chants are being commended for their
ment. It Is Sir Walter Scott's greatest ants refused toquiet
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let me in In the garb
matter.
Hie
in
action
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and a boy of ten were playing a family refusing
most quick wltted of young
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Butchers' shipping certificates, such
Furniture.
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drama of "mother aud father," and
in ias prepared civil and criminal dockfellows, who could help him in his litprinted
use
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furniture
much
required
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So
Instructed
was
antique
being
Bobby
tle escapades without having to be at the
Mexican ets especiallv for the use of Justices
present time that a few sugges blank form by tho New
role. "Now. Bob," said the girl, "you coached
too much.
Many amusing tions as to Its care may not come Printing Company.
of the peace.
They are especial
an'
wait
corner
enjest walk up tor ther
In
tales are told of his experiences
ruled, with printed headings, in etthe
each piece carefully with
amiss.
Wipe
there till we tells yer ter come. We're
lu one Instance he was a
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi Spanish or Knglish, made of good recter git dinuer ready, an' when gaging them,
damp chamois skin, rinsing out the
at the piano trying some church chamois
to remove every can and get the news.
ord paper, 3trongly and durably bound
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we calls yer, yer ter come 'omo aud sitting
music wheu a new applicant was ushatof
aud
with leather back and covers and cangive
particular
dust,
chuck the Hugs about." "Ho!" said ered In. He didn't stop
particle
playing or even tention to the carvings. These may be
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vas, sides, have full Index in front and
Bobby. "Come 'ome drunk, do 1? And
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quesbut
began
glance around,
The best short order meals are now the fees of justices of the peace and
why for?" "Why for, stoopid?" retort- tions, the answers to which evidently gently brushed with a soft brush, such
as Is used in burnishing silver, dipped being served at the Bon Ton Restau- constables printed in full on the first
ed the girl," with a glance of mingled
did not appeal to him, for he suddenly In lukewarm water In which a little rant.
The best cooks, and waiters are oage. The pagos aro 10x6 Inches,
scorn and pity. "Ain't It Saturday?"
struck a loud chord and, following the
been dissolved. After drying employed at this place.
has
soap
These books are made up !n civil and
tune of the music, chanted In a loud
the wood, carefully rub lu a little linGeneruslty.
criminal
dockets, separate of 32
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never
for
will
do
"You
voice,
Never be sorry for any generous Then he rose and without a look at the seed oil and polish with a soft cloth.
each or with both civil and
oages
to mahogthing that you ever did, even if it was man started to walk out of the room. This treatment applies only
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
betrayed. Never be sorry that you Quick as a flash the applicant stepped any and oak furniture. A very good
civil and S20 pages criminal. To InThe
U
were magnanimous If the man was to the
dressing for black walnut and ebony
troduce them they, are otfared at the
piano and, striking the keys with made from half a wlneglassful each of
American
mean afterward. Never be sorry that both fists,
on
back
chanted
following low prices'.
solemnly
It was right for you to the same air, "I'm very glad of It, be- olive oil and vinegar aud a spoonful of
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even
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give
cause I don't like you a bit."
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regret
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V
It. To do so only exaggerates your conpasteboard shades, such as engravers
R. ft.
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Santa
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Roswell Automobile Co

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
5 hours, meals furnished
at
laily Sunday Included, connection points
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge,
Excursion parties accommodated by
ind Santa Fe Cential Railways.
notifying the company two days In
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock advance.

Mail anC Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M, and Torrance, N. M

Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all purposes on the market.

j
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Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the

Address all communications and
to the

Roswell Automobile Co.
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Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
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BOOK BINDERS
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RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID,
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A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Ffiiit Trees.
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Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
or RetailA SPECIALTY
LEGAL BLANKS-Wholes- ale
Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank Books Records
'
and Briefs for Lawyers.
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J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
San Francisco St.
served to customers
cordials
and
wines
of
Imported
Only the finest
the best of whiskies and brandies, domestlo and imported, a specialty. Superior brands of cigars.
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Belen is 31 mile south of Albuquerque, N. M., ,t the

junc-tio-

-CI

a

leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansaa City, Oalveatoa and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paw and

Hairpins
By

IZOLA

Copyright,

l'JUl,

FORRESTER
by

Ruby Douglas

"Mr. AsquItU Is out by himself yet,"
aid the tailor who bud ha sliop on the
ground floor of
Washington square.
He held the door half open, and Helene
paused with one foot ou the narrow
flight of stairs leading to the studio.
8he was frankly disappointed to hare
come so fur for nothing. She hesitated, glancing buck doubtfully at the
waiting cab.
"Did he say when
. would be
back'.'"
"He not ever say when," answered

toe tailor positively, with sweeping
Hungarian assertion. "He goes, then
he comes again. The door Is open.",
"Then I think that I shall wait
Helene smiled with suddeu pleasure
"I am sure he will come soon. He
must have expected me and left the
door open."
"Sure he must," agreed the tailor
cordially, It wus entirely probable. If
there had been the slightest chauce of

1,000 business and residence lots, size

oat with broad 10 and

tlxHC feet, laid

streets, with alleys 80 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public prk and grand old
70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
sev-er-

large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent

Boil-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Its importance as a great commercial railroad
'
,
city in the aear future eaanot be atimitei.

JOHH

LIMITED

MAIL AND

EXPRESS,

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELIN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ed

The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well grac(many of tbem improved by crltivalion) ; no said at
aeed

We

grarel.

a first class bakery,

house, jeweler, plumbing ehoj.. planing

tailor

hop, shoe

mill con ad

yard, drug store, harness shop, ete.; etc.,

tint

wool

frst ela.,

modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and ierms

title perfect; warranty deeds.

One-thir-

oi

easy payments ;

purchase money,
remain
on
with
note,
may
moagig security, for one year, with I per cent, interest thsraoi.
if.
Apply at .mce for maj tad f
wi) te wwtre
cash.

11CQ1, Praddmi

Hi H. BIM11, fantir;

FAST

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELEN TOWNSITE

Mexico.

The

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

of the Main. Line of the Santa Fe System

Old Mexico.

High Art and

Ftitore Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y.
J Located on Belen Cut-of- f

W, N. M

Two-third-

the choicest

.

d

s

ri.

let, ie

Belen Town and Improvement Company

roin n neighboring town a new. fnfrff
good bamboo fly rod, which I assisted
him in setting up, arranging the reel
been different. Asiiiilh sulci it wus ttiftl Hue and plluble soaked leader, and
him afterward noosing ou a scur-le- t
fate, lleleue thought il the most dell-clou- s left
Ibis. The rod was lying ou the dinlilt of niaueuveriug love had ever
ing room table. I was uo sooner out of
managed.
the rooms on the porch when I heard
The rest of the family hud goim to
a tremendous rumpus In the dining
hud
BeHelene
hesitated.
Europe.
room and, filtering, found Booth flying
tween an automobile tour of Brittany
about the room like a madman. He
and the Baltic coast and a quiet sumhad left his fly hanging over the side
mer with her married cousin at Lurch,
of the table, which the half grown fammont she had clioscii Lurchmnut.
cut present, seeing, struck at with
wus a member of the yacht club ily
Its paw, which the sharp 'look caught
at Larclnnoiit. Every morning from In. aud
the frightened cat bolted under
the broad veranda at Buyvlew cottage the
table with rapid speed, breaking
she could see him out on the rocks, the rod
tip and drugging the rod after,
sketching before sunrise.
while Booth, cry lug "Scat, cat"' had
They were splendid rocks, huge, no effect on the now crazed
feline,
gaunt und gray; they rose raggedly which he was
following lifter lu great
from the water at low tide, like the
excitement ut high pressure with adbodies of some submerged sea monof singular note. The sequel
sters. One could walk to theiu easily, jectives
of this wus the escape of the cut with
stepping over little pools left by the tlie gaudy fly well hooked In Its
foot,
tide und stray strands of seaweed, and
aud a well smashed up rod. I was ton
one morning Helene walked to thtmi, much
convulseil, with (lie others drawn
slim and sweet und fresh as the dawn In
by the commotion, to render any
In her white dress and white low
aid, and Booth soon Joined In with our.
shoes. It was the shoes that did It.
that his fishlug exWhen Asipiith turned ut her call for laughter, confessing
was a failure Hiid that he
perience
help he found her standing in one of would not have any more of it." For
ine poois, una tne wntte shoes were est aud Stream.
long time, two seasons, anil she had
met him every winter at dinners uml
swell dances. But thin summer it had

your password I asked her.
"
she exclaimed, pursing her
Hps, 'let me see.
Ain't dut peculiahV
Hit done 'scaped mull mind now.''
" 'Can't you think of It V I said. 'You
know
cuu't pay the money .until you
give me the password?'
" 'Lord, honey,' she
exclaimed, 'Ah's
mighty nigh dut money! But Ah jes'
can't 'member hit now.'
'"Well, sit down aud think it over,' 1
suggested to her. Mt uiuy come to

mmmuwmhmmrmiimuirMmmrmiu.-

'"'

-

.

'M-tn- ,'

Wells Fargo & Company

1

I

Express.

Remingtoi,H

you.' "
In a

few minutes the old woman
arose with a happy look upon her face
and went up to the cashier's window.
She put her face as far iuslde the. narrow window as she could and whispered :
"Abraham I.inkun."
"Correct," answered the cashier, and
he paid her the money she was after.
"Ah jes' couldn't place dut man's
name ut first," she said as she went
out. Kansas City Star.

'
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i

General Express Forwarders

r

1

TO

tip
1!

typewriters

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Throughout the United Slates. Carada, Mi cc
and all Foreign Countries

Over EiKlit Feet Tall.
King James I. had a gigantic porter
eight feet six inches In height, but he
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
was not perfect, being round shouldered, knock kneed and iaine lu one prey Instead of setting snares for It
foot. Of a similar height was Charles have still u use for their threads of
Muuster, a yeoman of the Hanoveriuu life, throwing out a cable as they leap
ruined.
guard who died In 1670, uml seven to break their full If they miss their
Helene glanced up at the wall. A
years before there was being exhibited foothold. What u strange use of the
FIGHTING BULLS.
little water color hung near her, some
In London a Dutchman eight feet nine cobweb Is that or the little flying spl
gray rocks in a rose tinted sea, with a They Are Eaully Munnxed When Inches high anent whom In I'epys' ders! Up they run to the top of I
bit of salt marsh lu the foreground.
They Ar Miinkim! Tuxelber.
diary we find the following entry ou post, eievate tneir abdomens ana run
In Spi'in accidents to bulltlgbters are Aug. 15, 10U9: "Went to Charing Cross out several threads, which lengthen
She smiled ut It happily.
They hud
JlS MEliELY A HAIBPIN.
sat up'there together that morning, and of frequent occurrence, and It Is inter- to see the great Dutchman. I did and lengthen until !he breeze catches
nt or such a ruulunt young she had taken off her shoes and stock- esting to see the hero of many
tights walk under his arm with my hat ou them, aud away goes the wingless aero
this he had uo doubt but ings the precious ruined shoes uud swing into the chapel uttached to the and could not reach his chin with the naut for yards or for miles, as fortune
bull ring und kneel before the etligy tips of my Angers."
may dictate! We wonder if he can
that hud been all.
Asqulth lived In a state of stockings-at- id
cut loose or pull In his balloon cables
of the Virgin Mary before entering the
And Asrpilth had said It was fate.
expectaucy.
at will.
She laughed again. He was such a arena.
went quickly upstairs. At the
Whipped Cream,
double
servteej7i
A most fascinating tale world unfold
"Look here," shouted the irate neighflight there was no landing. boy, after all. She stopped to pick up
Bullfighting Is the national pastime.
" step ended abruptly at a door, her gloves and stopped short to look Boys play at it In the gutters, and bor over the fence, "your youugest sou could we discover all the uses of cobany other
web when the spiders themselves ure
J celling sloped in an angle to at something lying on the floor at her fhere are bullfights for amateurs all has been stoning my cats and pilfering
meet the top of the door. She lifted feet. It was merely a tiulrpln.
my apple trees! He Is u scamp!"
through with it. Certain it Is that our
She over the country at which only
the old fashioned latch and looked In, picked It up and looked at It curiously,
"Don't talk that way about my son," ruby throated humming bird robs many
bulls are used aud young and
her heart beating faster. The studio Her owu hairpins were brown tortoise old descend into the arena. Astound- blurted the foud parent. "Why, he Is webs to fasten together the plant down
and lichens which compose her dainty
was empty.
considered the cream of our family."
,
shell ones to match her huir. This one ing Is the enthusiasm.
"The cream, eh? Well, I'd like to see nest.
For an Instant she hesitated. She was gold, a small, Insidious gold wire
Interesting, too, is the psychology of
The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
Search the pond uud you will find
had never been In his studio. It seem- affair, very cheap uud very dainty.
bulls. When herded together they are him whipped." Chicago News.
another member of the spider family printing and' binding in the Territory
ed like an Intrusion Into some Intlmute,
The laugh was gone from her lips. docile enough, and It Is a picturesque
says it makes a specialty
Work r'or .Suthlngr.
swimming about ut ease beneath the of better grades of
person!' part of his life In which she, Iu Its place was u look of woudermeut, sight to see the bulls brought Into the
and binding caters particularly o
printing
First Crook I'm getting tired of surfuce, thoroughly aquatic in Ids
with all his love for her, had no share. of almost feur. There had been a Wo- paddock prior to the tight through tinwho want something a little out of the
the mat- habits, but breathing a bubble of air people
But because of that very privacy she man In Hugh's studio, a woman with streets of the city when all are sleep- work. Second Crook-Whordinary or a little.
better
than
the average
I
does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Crook
n
ter
now?
rafted
First
check
he
which
A
carries
about
wanted to lutrude. She wanted to see blond hair, who wore gold wire hair
with lilni,
cow trained to the business,
ing.
how he lived, here in his owu little den pins, who dropped gold wire hairpins
with a bell around her neck, Is all that from $10 to $1,000 uud tried to get it When his supply is low, he swims to a Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the
price
where be did his work, the work that around promiscuously. And Hugh had Is necessary, and the bulls follow cashed, and the cuss didn't have that submarine castle of silk, so air tlirht ikeu ior
it, and tins price is based on accurate knowledse of the
amount of money lu the bank. New that he can keep It tilled with a large
was to win him fame and fortune be- told her he never paiuted the figure. quietly behind her.
bubble of air, upon which he draws cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
fore the world, the den where he More than that, he hud told her that
Iu the plains where the bulls are Tork Press.
from lime to time.
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
dreamed his dreams of the future in uo one knew of his den in the attic ex reared men ou horses manage them
There Is a great secret in knowing
And so we might go ou enumerating
which she had so great a shore,
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.
cept herself and u few close friends. quite easily so long as they are mussed
to keep out of the mind as well almost endless uses for the web, which
She pushed the door further open, He had uo patrons, uo buyers of pictogether. Three bulls In the ring to what
-In.
to
as
Emerson.
what
Is
nature's gift to these little waifs
put
lifted her soft light skirt of silk higher tures, because as yet he had never sold gether would be useless for a fight, but
who uges ago left the sea aud have
from the dusty stair and went Into the any. All of his relatives were in Eu- each bull separately will tight to the
SPIDER.
THE
WEB
Of
won a place for themselves In the sunstudio, closlug the door after her.
rope too. If the hairpin did not belong death.
shine
(lie butterflies and flowIt was a half celled nttlc, the nearest to a model, whom did It belouir to?'
Bulls literally see red. Were It uot
Manr
to WliU-- lit Singular ers. C.among
The
William Beebe In New York
With a suddeu tierce impulse, she that a bull will always dash at any
approach to u Parisian atelier that
Put
II.
Spinner
Post.
could find In New York. There threw the hairpin away from her. It thing red the men lu the ring would
Spiders form good subjects for rainy
was a skylight In the high peaked roor, fell with a tiny clink against the wall. have no chance whatever. Occasionally
and two hours spent lu a
and wide, heavy cross beams visible to Almost instantly she had renenled. bulls have what Is called the evil eye day study,
watching these clever
POliNltu PARAGRAPHS.
the naked eye marked the eaves line.
After all,, it was purely tt personal and remain Indifferent to the red capa neglected garret
WHEN YOU FIND YOUBSELF WHITING THE
little beings will often arouse such InThere was no burlap on the walls, no iffalr with Hugh, in which she had extended to them, and then the list of
An ounce- of assistance Is worth a
terest that we shall he glad to devote
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
Turkish ruga ou the floor, no Dutch uo part. He had not expected her to casualties Is generally high.
of sunshine to observing pound of advice.
many
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
shelves nor steins, not wen a taboret visit his studio. She had uo right to
Sometimes a bull which has shown those days which hunt and build and
Count your joys and you will dis
species
WILL' SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
or samovar, it was simply a work- resent another element of femininity prodigious power and fight Is pardoned
live In the open fields. There Is no In count your sorrows.
shop. A huge black walnut easel stood which she had found there. Even if by the populace. A cow, kept tor the sect In the world with more than six
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORS
a plaster that alleviates
is
Hard
labor
crosswise, facing the north light. Be- be did have models It was probably purpose, Is then sent Into the arena
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY IAVS
and us a spider has eight be Is the pains of the mind.
fore It stood a rush bottomed chair and uecessary. All artists hud to study and At. sight of her the bull forgets legs,
out of the company
Part of the art of doing things is to
a low table littered with brushes, paint from life sooner or later. But was It man mid the fury of the battle und therefove thrown
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY H181 DAY!.
of butterflies, beetles und wasps aud attempt but little at a time.
tubes and half mixed colors. A dingy, necessary that they should have hair generally trots behind to the paddock,
finds himself In a strange assemblage.
Some people seei to think that loud
well daubed blouse lay over the back that matched gold hairpins?
as Ineck as any heifer.
Even to his nearest relatives he bears talk makes a sound
of the chair and a pipe half 'smoked
argument.
She arose and crossed the room to
Many are the curiosities about bulls, little resemblance, for when we realPRICE-LIS- T
If you have a cross to bear, bear It
rested on the ensel ledge. Helene saw where the hairpin hud fallen. For a wnu-sometimes refuse to attack a ize that
ulid
horseshoe
crabs
scorpions
like a man and don't place it on ex- - K
One-lin- e
It all at one glance and laughed joyous moment she held it In her huud irreso- particular horse and when a man Is
not
over
inchet long
Stamp,
.lie
must call him cousin we perceive that
UlUlllOU.
ly, tremulously. She had never felt her- lute. Then slowly she laid it ou his down, motionless, disdain even to paw
Each
line on lame stamp, lOe.
additional
on
aberrant
an
Is
Indeed
the
his
bough
so
him
near to
self
as now, What a table, and beside it she left the new him. Some bulls make instinctively for
When the opposing attorney offers to
One-lit- e
tree of creation.
Stamp, over 2 J and not ever 3 J inchei long. .J0e
It means that you have u
boy he was, after all, and how funny solitaire ring. It would be enough. She oue man and will cliuse him all around
with an compromise
has
Nature
provided
spiders
. . Each additional line on tame stamp, 15e
he must look In that old blouse. She knew that he would understand. As the ring, leaping the barrier if he
case.
good
filled always with liquid, which
Onf-lij- ie
sat down In the rush bottomed chair she turned to the door her eyes tilled vaults over it, and if he falls will organ
Many n man Is credited with being
Stamp, over 3J and not over I imche long. . .
on being exposed to the air hardens
and leaned her bead back against the with a suddeu rush of blinding tears, kneel upon his body and gore him to
Each additional line on tame itamp, 0e.
be drawu out Into the slender patient when In reality he is too lazy
can
and
and as she felt for the latch it lifted shreds.- There Is no mercy In bulls, and
sleeve of the blouse.
One-lin- e
which we know as cobweb. to register a kick.
threads
!
Stamp, over 5 inches 10', pei iach
'
door
the
aud
The walls were bare except for half
none Is shown to them. Nineteenth
opened.
Many a fool has acquired a reputaThe silkworm Incases Its body with a
Each additional line, same prie.
finished charcoal and pen and Ink stud- It was not Asqulth. Ou the landing Century.
tion
wisdom
for
by accidentally doing
mile or more of gleaming silk, but
Curved lines on Stamp count aa two line.
leg, with here and there a water color. outside stood a girl, plump, rosy cheekIs ended, as fur the right thlinj ut the right
The black and white studies were ed and red haired, holding up her PASSWORDS AT THE BANKS. there Its usefulness
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, tie extra
Is concerned.
But
as
the
silkworm
spi
itrange to her, but the landscapes all skirts iu one baud and a pail of scrub
ders have found a hundred uses for
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
A Secret Sin Given Thoae Who Canbore the same straggling signature, water In the other.
their cordage, some of which are star- Where
inch La
not
we eharf
Namen.
Write
Their
.
type used is over one-ha-lf
Hugh Asqulth. ,
Entirely
"Ob, I thought Mr. Asqulth wag
The bauks give secret passwords to tllngly similar to human inventions.
That was all. Not a single Venus, not home," she said apologetically. "I just
one-haeach
for
line
for
one
inch
or
fraetioi.
A list of all the uses of cobwebs
a cast of anything In sight. Asqulth cleaned up his place, ma'am, and I depositors who cannot read or write.
DATES, ETC.
was strictly a landscape artist and did guess I lost one of my hairpins. It's a When one of these depositors goes to would take much space, but of these
Local Dater, any town and date lot ten yean . . . . ; .11.')
familiar Is the snare set for
not paint the figure. Vaguely she had little wire one, but I need it to keep my draw out money the cashier leans for- the most Hies-the
The
wonderfully Ingenunwary
ward aud whispers;
10
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
been pleased that he did not. Of course pug up tight."
ious webs which sparkle with dew
"What's
If one were devoted to art and must
iine Dater
your
password?"
,.
"I laid It on the table," said Helene
Regular
tie
or
from
stretch
bush
The depositor whispers an answer, among the grasses
paint the figure, then one must have gently. The girl set the pail down ou
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.10
and If the correct password Is given to bush. The framework is of webmodels, and models must necessarily the stairs and secured the hairpin, faswoven the sticky
Fao
this
is
Simile Sipatures, Rubber Stamp and Wcc4 Cut, 1.10
and
upon
bing,
is
the
out.
mouey
be beautiful, and
paid
her
with
curls
red
tening up
tumbling
Pearl Check Protector
3. 90
In a bank the other day a negro wo- spiral which is so elastic, so ethereal,
Right there Helene's logic ended, but it deftly.
and yet strong enough to eutangle u
It was sufficient. She was glad that
INEiNGfaTAMF PADS,
SELF
"Thank you, ma'am," she called as man sat upon a bench, her face Indicat
Insect.
How
seems
sized
knowing
Asqulth wag a landscape artist and did she went downstairs; and Helene went ing intense application of mind. The good
10c; 8x3,
81c; 8fi4, Sic; IJxIJ, 10c;
the little worker as, the web and his
cashier nodded toward her and said:
not require any model save old Mother back to the table and slipped the
New Model.
ring
of concealment being completed,
den
He.
14x7,
her
"She's
Mature.
Is
forgotten
,
password and
In Its old place Just as Asqulth came
he spins a strong cable from the center
She drew off her loug mousquetalre up the stairs.
trying to think of It. She came to the
window awhile ago aud wanted to get of the web to the entrance of bis
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDBESI
gloves with a sigh of content. Ou the
some money. She only wanted a small watchtower. Then, when a trembling
third finger of her left hand sparkled
Booth and the Fl.h Ltae.
warns
him
a
of
his
of
aerial
capspans
amount. But she cuu't write. She's
a diamond. It had been there over a
Of Edwin Booth Mr. Whitney re- ono
of quite a number of our depositors ture, how eagerly he seizes his master
month now. With a sudden Impulse as lates the
anecdote:
on It, thus vibrat"In
following
who are given passwords when they cable and Jerks away
Absolutely Reliable, Always.
the glovs slipped to the floor she presshe would exhibit the Impetuosity
whole structure and making
the
ing
I
an
When
account.
she
came
in
ed the ring against her lips. It stood of a
open
NEW MMICO.
ANTA
,
sevthis
vicme
cost
Petruchlo, and
more certain the confusion of bis
asked her to give her name and adfor so much more than a mere engage- eral
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
rods, which broke Into smithereens dress. She
tim.
ment. They had kuowu each other a
anwered rMit un. What'
Vt7 Bmidway, New Yori
ayer smulj Jxouk ilk got Jn. ue. jiay
Those spiders, which leap upontheli

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

(irocerv Telephone No. 4.

DRIED

CANNED GOODS.
We are in receipt of a car of eastern
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.

FRUIT.

Dried fruit is now on sale from the
1900 crop.
We are offering prunes In
,
Anions these are included the
especially attractive packages.
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
packages
packages,
are quoting very attractive prices on and
packages we offer as folthese goods, which are all the very lows;
In
size, very large fruit, 15,
best that It is possible for high grade
40, and 05 cents.
factories io turn out.
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.00,
10, 25 and 40 cents.
case $:S.00.
We also have the fruit in bulk and
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
in
boxes.
case $3.00.
On full boxes our price Is very atFerndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
tractive; if you can use so much ask
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Flue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents. for price.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Evaporated
Apples, very fancy, per
25
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and
cents.
pound, 12
cents.
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
cents.
cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
25 cents,
and
pint, 15 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents,
SUNBURST.
1 pound of California
Figs, cooking,
The Sunburst Brand of canned veg- for 10 cents.
A little lemon
The
added to figs or
etables is packed in Kansas.
freight rate is lower than from far- peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
ther east and the goods are of very Dried fruit shouhK be soaked over
fine quality. We offer the following night or for several hours and Ibcn
cooked slowly In the same waler until
bergains for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can, tender. Quick cooking without soakSunburst
12
case $2.25.
ing will ruin the best dried fruit.
2 pounds
of the finest imported
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
12
dates for 25 cents.
case $2.50.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
Early June, extra sifted Pea's, can
or other nut meats make a delightful
15; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.
confection,
Fern-dell-

:i0-- lo

COAL t WOOD
$S,75
Genuine Cerrillns lump, ton. $0.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
Monero lump
$5.50 Sawed wood, per 1,000. lbs. .$3.00
$3.50
wood, per cord
Raton nut
$5.00 Four-foo- t
Anthracite mixed, per ton..$S.75

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFFICE;

Garfield Ave., Near A., T.

A

S. F. Depot.

'Phone No.

65.

Pnge Five.)

APPRECIATES
ENCOURAGEMENT

The following visitors have registered since Sunday at the rooms of
V. 11. Bush.
the Historical Society:
Elizabeth D. Hush, Ripon, Wisconsin; Ella E. Robertson, El Paso; E.
B. Cornell. Alamosa,
Colorado; Lee
.
Baker, Burton, Oklahoma; D. h.
Artesla; Mrs. H. N. Sbewell,
Xi'liraska City, Nebraska; .1. Barrett
Cobery, Long Beach, California.
Ca'prain Fred Fornoff of 'the Territorial Mounted Police and Territorial
Came and Fish Warden William E.
(Irilflu 'have been obliged 'to seek new
quarters In the Capitol building no'W
that the legislative Assembly is soon
to convene. They are temporarily located in the office of t'he assistant superintendent of public instruction.
T'he rooms alley have been ocoupying
are offices of the president and chief
clerk of the Legislative Council.
The infant daughter of Pasqnel Ortiz, a guard at, the penitentiary, died
this morning of pneumonia, aged one
year and eleven months. The child
had 'been ill only a few days. The
family residence Is on Cerillos Road
near the prison, ,lu the building which
was formerly the home of the Institute for the Deaf and Dumb.
New-kirk-

At an Informal business meeting of
the Young Men's Association of Santa
Fe, held last evening after regular
exercises the following resolution was
unanimously adopted: "A unanimous
vote of thanks Is hereby tendered to
those In authority on our city paper,
The Santa Fe New Mexican, for their
kindness in giving publicity to the interests of this organization, without
remuneration of whatever kind or description.
"This is also made the occasion of
publioly thanking the School Board f:r
t'he use of Hie rooms and for tmany expressions of Interest and offers of
help made by the citizens of the community."
While I he att endance was not as
large as at some other meetings owthe
ing to the inclement weather,
spirit manifested could not have been
better. All things considered, it was
the best meting that has been held.
Steps are being taken by the gymnasium committee to screen the winand
dows, to Improve the lighting
heating arrangements so that a complete basket ball equipment can be

One From
Albuquerque and Other
From Del Norte Justice of
Peace Officiated.

VICE PRESIDENT'S
SON IN TROUBLE

Delegate Andrews .has introducce.!
tihe following bills for the relief of
Manuel Mailril and Lewis Ka'hn. The
bills 'have been referred to lire
on etoinis and ibhe Delegate will
endeavor to push tihem through if possible during this session, although t'he
time wherein so to do Is very Short.
Tho bill read':
'A bill for illie relief of Manuel
of 'New Mexico.
Be it enacted by 'the Senate 'and
of .t:he
House of 'Representatives
United Sitales of America In Congress 'assembled,
That t'he Secretary of the Treasury
be, and he is 'hereby, oulihorized an.!
directed to pay, out of any money in
Hie treasury rout, otherwise appropriated, 'the swni of $3,310 lo Manuel
of Coyote, Rio Arriba C'O'Unly.
New .Mexico, In full compensation for
taken and used 'by the
States Army during il'he Civil War
between' t'he States.
A bill for the relief of Louis Kalin.
Be it enacted by the Senate and' House
of Representatives of Hie- United
States of America i!'n Congress assembled.
That the Secretary of the Treasury
be, and! lie Is 'hereby, awttoriyed and
directed to pay to the legal represen-faitiveof Louis Kahn, 'deceased, formerly of Mora, Mora County, Territory of New Mexico, the sunn of
$5,250, cut of amy money in t'he treasury not otherwise appropriated, frr
head of 'horses
the value of forty-twpurchased from ihinn by Captain Julius
C. Shaw, Company A, 'First New Mexico Mounted Volunteers, during the
year ISfil, and used by saM company
while In tihe service of the United
States 'during the yew 1861, t'he money 'hereby appropriated 'to be in full
of the
anil
satlsfiwt.ionj
claim of the legal .representatives of
Lwiiia Kalin against 't'he government
of 'tihe United Stales.
e

The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stockbuy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant c'.ub
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado Hotel.
-
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Ma-dr-

J. W.

AKERS, Proprietor.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Ma-dri-
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Delivered to Any
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IT

DOESN'T

COST

ANYTHING
ALWAYS

The Biggest Curio Stora in the West
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
STOCK OF NAVAJO
ELEGANT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES.
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

CARDS

FOR FIVE

CENTS

You Can't Miss the Place

J. S. CA1NDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
San Francisco Street.

Look for the Old

Mexican

Cart.

ach, Torpid Liver and

riferonic Constipation,
f rttr ant to tKt

Jan.
steady and unchanged.
St.

IMis,

Wool

10.

:Mo.,

STOCK.

LIVE

16.
Cattle
f Kansas City, Mo., Jan.
,
receipts 11,000 Including 300
native steers
steady, strong;
$4C75; southern steers $3.505.25;
soii't'hern
cows $2.253.75; native
cows and heifers $2.25 5; Blockers
3
bullai
and feeders $3.25(54.80;
4.50; calves $3.507.75; western fed
steers $3.75i?i5.75; western fed cows
"Something like eight new
$2.504.25.
have been established In Quay
Sheep receipts 8,000, steady; mut.
lambs $fl.757.50;
County recently as further evidence tons
of Its rapid growth."
Range wethers $5(T( 0.(iO; fed ewes $4
Mr. Mechem left this afternoon for (!.$5.35,
home via Torrance.
Chicago, Jan. 10. 'Cattle ireeeipts
22,000, steady to strong; beeves $4.15
ff(7; cows and heifers
$1.605.25;
s
stockers and feeders $2.504.60;
MARKEJJEPORT.
$3.754.50; calves $6(irS.30.
MONEY AND METALS.,
Sheep receipt 20,000 steady; sheep
New York, Jan. 10. Prime unercan-- i $'!.fi0(ff 5.75; lambs $ 1.755?, 7.80.
lo paper Cftli
Silver OS
'Money on, call easy 3 (fi
1(1.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan.
Speller
steady 0.70.
! OR. DIAZ' SANITARIUM.
New York, Jan. 1C Lead quiet li
sou'tli-erns-

s

$4.75(5-5.75-

1

Tex-an-

i

t

Copper fiimi

Cor. Waler St. and (laspar Ave.

$

21

C SANTA

STOCK MARKET.
A''lehtson 105
pfd. 100.
New York Cental ISO.
Pennsylvania 1M.

f TIT

FE

MEXICO.

NEW

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
HEATED.

STEAM

I

ALL MODERN CONVENI

ENCES FOR SICK

I

PEOPLE.
PRICES:

$16 to $50

per Week

Payment Invariably in Advance,

g

TOI7

new iviezHcaa

Whit-tenber-

UBLE

RIO GRANDE TREATY
WITH MEXICO SIGNED
It Stipulates Proportion of Water to
Be Used for Purposes of

KlN-lliKd...

Irrigation.
Washington,

Jan.

16.

Secretary

BINDERS . .
Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

Children.

town.

Fairbanks Denies Charge.
Springfield, Ohio, Jan. lfl. F. C.
Fairbanks said today: "1 took- no
oath whatever in the probate court
at Steubeiwille. I say this emphatically as my memory in regard to this
Is very distinct I answered the questions but there was no affidavit and
no oath administered."
FAIR WEATHER TOMORROW
SAYS OFFICIAL FORECAST.

let
The following
ter was received by iPoslrnasler Paw
A. .p. Walter
today, "regarding the
death of a former citizen of this coun- "Will you please 'Inform Ine whether there ever lived there or near there
a man by the name of Jose Romero,
who I understand was married and
has two children living at Santa Fe?
I 'iHidorstand ithat liis wtlfe has died.
My object In 'writing to you Is that
it'his 'man, .lose Romero,
died 'here
about Invo weeks ago of pneumonia
brought on by exposure la a snow
storm ithat swept over California 1
would like you to communicate the
news to ;his children If they can tie
found. If you should find' 'the children
and they want further Information In
regard' to Mr. Romero's dca.tih they
can 'communicate with me by addressDeputy Sheriff,
ing O. P. Whll'ton,
Maricopa County, 'Rugby Station,

While the weal her baa been disagreeable for the past week In Santa
Fe and vicinity there Is some consolation In the fact ihat it has been
worse elsewhere. Although the local
weather man predicts local rain or
snow tonight he promises generally
fair 'weather Thursday. He says It.
will also be partly cloudy and colder
tonight.
o'clock this
The' temperature at.
morning was 33 degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night was
also 33 degrees. The maxiimuim 'tem- APPROPRIATION BILL
perature yesterday was 38 degrees at.
PASSES THE HOUSE
10 p. 111., and the minimum temper'
36"
ature for the day was
t
degrees and
the relative 'humidity 95 per cent.
Washington, D. C Jan. 1C The
House today passed the fortification
CRANE
The precipitation was .70 Inch.
UNITED STATES SENATOR.
appropriation bill. Measure carries
Butchers' shipping certificates, such $5,411,883.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 1C United
States Senator W, Murray Crane was as are required by law, printed In
Subscribe for the Dally New
United blank form by the New Mexican
today formally
and gjt the news.
Printing Company.
States Senator.

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom-

MARKET.

WOOL

within a

utary. The merchants are doing a
large business and it is steadily Increasing and the place Is flourishing.
The homeseekers coming and going
also make business lively for the ho1 should say
tels and restaurants.
that two dozen dwelling houses are
now In course of construction at

Justice of the Peace Nicolas Sena
of Precinct No. 3, is a busy .man
these days. He officiated at a wedding
yesterday afternoon and performed
another one this morning. Both marriages look place in tho office of Probate Clerk Ooorge W. Armljo.
.Miss Lizzie Guy and James .A.
of Albuquerque, who gave
their ages respectively as 33 and 28
wars, were niari'ied at 3:30 o'clock
yesterday afternoon by Justice Sena.
They will continue to reside in Albuquerque.
M'rs. Libbie A. Ingersoll and William Street of Del Norte, Colorado,
were 'United in marriage at 10:30
o'clock 'this morning by Justice Sena.
Both gave their ages as 42 years in
apiply"ng for the marriage license.

ried, and the couple immediately left

s

M.

doubled'

"Tuiouniicart is naturally benefiting
by the settling of the country trib-

Root and Senor Davalos, Mexican
Son charge of embassy, today signed the
Grand Jury Indicts Fairbanks'
For Perjury Charge is Vigortreaty regulating the disposition of
ously Denied.
the waters of the Rio Grande. The
basis of the treaty Is the recognition
Steubenvlle, Ohio, Jan. 1.(1. A sen- by the United States of the right of
sation was created here today by the Mexico to use a certain proportion of
grand jury returning an indictment the waters of the river now impoundIragainst F, C. Fairbanks for perjury In ed by the great dam at E Paso, for
swearing relating to his marriage to rigation purposes upon Mexican
The charge
Miss Scott of Pittsburg.
e
is that. Mr. Fairbanks went to
and disguised himself as a PERISHED IN CALIworking man, saying that he was a
FORNIA SNOWSTORM
resident of Adams County, and that
of that
Miss Scott, was a resident
County. On this statement be se- Jose Romero Died Far Away From
cured a marrSage license and was 'marHome Inquiry Made for His

o

VISITORS ARE
TO COME IN AND LOOK A ROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

301-30-

Vn4-te- d

has

affirmed.

TWO COUPLES SENT
ON WAY REJOICING

Bills

he town
year.

of

Southern Pacific 94
Union Pacific 179
pfd. 92.
Copper 110
Steel 48
pfd. 10.8.
Chicago, 111., Jam 10. Wheat, May
70
necessary
.My 75
whether1 it could constitutionally exCorn, May 44
July 44
ercise It.
Oats; May 37
July 34
The judgment, of the court below is
Pork, May $10.55; July $16.70.

At Meeting of Young Men's Association
Thanks is Extended New Mexican and Others.

put. In.

Delegate Andrews Introduces
for Relief of New Mexico
Citizens.

Lard, May $9.50; July $9.55.
Ribs, May $9.15.

(Continued from Page 1.)

ton is aut'horl'ty for the statement that dian superintendent or agent; and the
tihe condition existing at Las Vegas statute of ISO", prohibiting the furCivil Engineer John H. Walker re- is worse 'than In tiny other city in 'the nishing of, intoxicating drinks, flavorturned last night from the Galiinas United States.
ing extracts, biters and stimulants to
"The citizens of the two towns. have Indians having the status and subject
Mountains in northern Lincoln County
to the conditions therein defined, does
where he 'has been engaged for nearly been trying for .the past 'twenty-fiv- e
ill roe weeks In surveying fortyone
years to get together on some com- not comprehend an Indian having the
claims of t:he Corona Queen 'Mining mon ground and '.settle their differ- status nd rights, privileges and imCompany 'whlrJh will soon too develop- ences. They are farther, a part today munities belonging to the Indian
M'. A. Otero and Chun ever before.
Each. town, has a named In this Indictment."
ed by
We have not overlooked the fact
his English associates. Mr. AValker complete municipal government, a
to
reports that, the fall of snow ilhciv postofflce, a cominiercial cluli, and that the Indictment in this case,
are as distinctly separate
as New winch t'he demurrer was presented,
has been tiite heavy.
alleges that the Indians in question
Captain "Fred Fornoff of the Terri- York mil Chicago.
"In the minds of all 'there Is ab- were "under charge of an Indian
torial Mounted Police was a passenagent of the United States." We do
ger for Albuquerque last evening on solutely 110 chance of 'their getting
and the people of tihe east not, however, consider this allegation,
official business.
side Ivave decided that tit is impossible (even if sufficient under the terms of
V. F. Cornell, who fhas been business manager of Hie :Las Vegas Optic for tihem to quietly submit, ito the the statute) to be an allegation of fact
condition any longer, such as is confessed by the demurrer.
for two months lias gone .to Albuquer- hum 11 latins
or not. a given Indian Is a
que wliere he will remain for a few They now demo ml a complete divorce Whether
of the government, or whether
ward
with
a
new
sitname
new
a
for
Into
Hie
county,
newspaper
days looking
the city and a complete Reparation of or not he can in legal contemplation
uation in the nuke City.
be under the charge of an Indian
Harry F. I.ee, secretary of itho Ter- t'lio political conditions that now prelaw to he deritorial Sheep Sanitary Ilonrd and city vail! believing 'that it. is for the host agent, are questions of
termined in the light of his legal statclerk of Albuquerque, 'has gone lo Salt Interests of both cc'in'munilles."
Coronado County and Meadow City. us, and the acts of Congress applicLake City. Utah, lo ailiend the meetIf 'the l.egislulurci creates a new able to him. The stipulation, that the
ing of 'the western Sheep
In
question wre Pueblos,
convention.
county out. of the eastern 'half of San Indians
them as a matter of law beW. R. llrown, of El 'Paso, district Miguel County 'the nef county will in places
yond the protection of the statute and
freight, anil passenger agent of 'Hie all 'probability be named Corona do
renders it. unnecessary for us to conIs
While
East
Las
the
busiSanta Fe RaGlway system, was a
County.
Vegas
the question presented In the .arsider
In
Hie
name
of
ness visitor In Albuquerque yesterday.
postotline established
and upon tho briefs and to
gument,
.1,
V. Bergen riglit of way and tax what. Is commonly referred 'to as new
which the recent case hi Re lleff, 197
agent of t'he iRl Paso & SouUVwos'lern 'town it Is incorporated as a ditty un- U. S. 4X8, Is cited, as to whether it Is
Railroad after aWendins 'the 'Sessions der the name of Las Vegas. To avoid in
the power of Congress to prohibit
of Hie Territorial Board of Equaliza- further confusion It. is proposed to
a Territory the sale ,of intoxwithin
Vetion in 'this city since
Sunday, re- have the name 'oluinged' from Las
to a special class of its citizens,
icants
turned 'lo liis soutliern 'home 'this noon. gas or East Las Vegas to Meadow such as the Pueblo Indians. Holding,
City. If Coronado County becomes a
as we do, that Congress has not atreality the county seat will probably
tempted to exercise such power, it. be1m located at 'Meadow City.
for us to determine
comes
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